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1 Introduction
The Baltic Sea Region (BSR) with its unique range of urban heritages, land- and seascapes
as well as cultural landmarks shows already today a dynamic cruise shipping development
and thus strong internal and external passenger traffic flows. The cruise shipping sector, as
this study will analyse, has grown enormously in the last decade. And in the future considerable more transnational passenger flows and consequently border crossing traffic with
its environmental and socio-economic impacts has to be expected. Thus, planning and
guiding the fast growing demand in the cruise sector in a strategic, sustainable manner is
indispensable. This will help to facilitate efficient and sustainable BSR passenger (and
freight) transport solutions as stipulated by the BSR action plan. While at the sea side
mainly private operators (shipping lines) and international bodies (e. g. IMO) are the main
actors, on landside national port administrations and operators have to take over this
planning and implementation responsibility. To build up an efficient and sustainable cruise
port infrastructure and superstructure (e.g. terminals).
This Pre-feasibility study “Assessment of the cruise market in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR)
and neighbouring North Sea area in the light of the SECA/NECA regulations (2015) –
cruise line strategies and needs to improve sustainable port facilities”, has the above described, challenging background. It had been tendered in June 2014 by the Hamburg Port
Authority (HPA), Lead Partner of the EUSBSR Seed Money Facility project “GREEN CRUISE
PORT” (other Partners are: Rostock Port, Rosmorport Kaliningrad Branch, Klaipeda State
Seaport Authority, Freeport of Riga Authority and Port of Tallinn). The tender has been in
won by UNICONSULT Universal Transport Consulting GmbH - Hamburg, having consequently prepared the study which is presented in the following chapters.

1.1

Aim of the Pre-feasibility study and the “Green Cruise Port” project
Following the Terms of Reference (ToR), see Annex 1, the aim of this Pre-feasibility study is
the “identification of appropriate and innovative investments in cruise facilities on port
level in a transnational (Baltic Sea Region) context, based on a sound assessment of present and future market development.”
This study aim has to be looked upon in the wider strategic aim of the before-mentioned
GREEN CRUISE PORT (GCP) Seed Money project, which is to guarantee for a “bottom-up”
preparation of a sound “Main GCP Project application”. This Main Project will, i. a., describe new investment measures in the BSR cruise port sector, most probably on “pilot”
level. The Main Project itself, if being approved, would implement these investment during
its, most probably three years, working programme, either by follow-up thematic workshops (preparing and accompanying investments), Feasibility Studies (Business Cases);
Technical Blueprints (Pre-Pilot-Investments) or, depending on available project and external financing sources, by concrete investments.
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1.2

Approach
The approach follows the study aim which has to be achieved “step by step” in order to
come to sound conclusions and recommendations:
-

Market analysis (Global, BSR and neighbouring NSR) by desk research and industry
contacts (macro level),

-

Impacts of new environmental legislation, especially for BSR on Cruise shipping / ports
(regulatory level),

-

Cruise handling processes in ports by expert expertise (micro level),

-

Primary survey (13 out of the 20 leading BSR cruise ports answering) and

-

Benchmarking (with the leading BSR Cruise Port).

The comprehensive approach for this Pre-feasibility study is part I of a total of three studies. Two others supplemented as case studies (Part II by Port of Rostock and part III by Port
of Tallinn) the overall analytical expertise made available for the GCP Seed Money Project.
This comprehensive overall approach will ensure that study results will supply valuable inputs for realistic mosaic stones towards “Smart BSR Cruise Ports”.
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2 Cruise market development and outlook
2.1

Market development to date
The cruise market is a dynamically growing market worldwide. Between 2003 and 2013
passenger carryings have almost doubled worldwide – with growth in both major markets
(North America and Europe) as well as in the rest of the world, too. 2013 total worldwide
cruise passengers reached 21.31 million. For 2014 even 25.58 million cruise passengers are
expected to be achieved (+6.0%).1 The following figure shows the worldwide cruise passenger development between 2003 and 2014.
Figure 1: Cruise passenger development worldwide, 2003-2014
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UNICONSULT, based on ISL (2014), Shipping Statistics and Market Review

For the active world cruise fleet, the development to date is accordingly positive, with a
more dynamic growth in tonnage than in number of ships. This indicates a massive trend to
bigger cruise ships during that time. While the number of cruise ships less than doubled
since 1990, the corresponding tonnage has increased more than six fold. Between 2010
and 2014, the active cruise fleets’ tonnage grew by 15.3% whereas the number of ships
stayed almost constant at just under 300. This is shown in the following figure.

1

ISL (2014): Shipping Statistics and Market Review
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Figure 2: World active cruise fleet, 2010-2014
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Within Europe, the amount of cruise passenger visits increased by almost one third within
the last four years. At the same time, the amount of cruise passengers embarking from European ports increased by 25%. The following figure shows the development of cruise passengers for Europe between 2009 and 2013.
Figure 3: European cruise passengers, 2009-2013

Source:

UNICONSULT, based on Tony Peisley (2014): end of the beginning of cruising

The European cruise market can be divided into three major sub-markets: Northern Europe, Mediterranean & Black Sea and Atlantic Isles. Those sub-markets also divide into
several regions. Within the focus of this pre-feasibility study the regions Baltic Sea and
North-West Europe will be in focus. They are highlighted in blue colour in the following figure.
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Figure 4: Geographical segmentation of the European cruise market
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Within the European market a total of 329 cruise ships were active in European waters
during 2012.2 49.8% of them were active in the Mediterranean & Black Sea region, which
has by far the biggest market share within Europe. Northern Europe’s share in active ships
was at 34.1% per cent market share equalling 108 ships with a capacity of 128,439 berths,
as shown in the following figure.
Figure 5: Active cruise ships in Europe, 2013
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When looking at previous years, Northern Europe’s’ share of active cruise ships has steadily increased. 2011 Northern Europe had a share of 31.0%, increasing to 33.1% in 2012 and
the above shown 34.1% in 2013. The Med & Black Sea share almost stayed constant when
comparing it with 2011 (49.7%) and 2013 (49.8%) figures, whereas the Atlantic Isles’ share
decreased from 19.3% in 2011 to only 16.1% in 2013.3
Within Northern Europe the Baltic Sea region is the most important region for cruising.
When looking at the Potential Passenger throughput (PPT)4, the Baltic Sea region increased its passenger potential from 523,392 (2012) to 552,488 (2013). This equals a market share of 35.3% within Northern Europe. Between 2010 and 2013 the average annual
growth rate for the Baltic Sea was at a level of 8%.

2

Includes double counts of ships that were active in two or more sub-regions.

3

UNICONSULT, based on: GP Wild (2014): Regional Cruise Market Report - Mediterranean & Northern Europe 2013

4

PPT= passenger capacity x amount of cruises
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All regions were able to increase their overall PPT during the last years, although NW Europe faced a decrease from 327,064 (2012) to 278,744 (2013). This still results in an average annual growth rate of 11% between 2010 and 2013.
A detailed overview of the PPT-development for each of the regions within Northern Europe is given in the following figure.
Figure 6: Potential Passenger Throughput in Northern Europe, 2010-2013

Source:

UNICONSULT, based on: GP Wild (2014): Regional Cruise Market Report - Mediterranean &
Northern Europe 2013

The following chapters give detailed insights into the market development in the Baltic Sea
region as well as the NW Europe region.
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2.1.1

Baltic Sea Region
Ship calls and passenger visits
During the last 13 years the Baltic Sea region has increased both – its cruise ship calls as
well as its passenger visits. Whilst ship calls increased with an average annual growth rate
of 3.4% passenger visits increased far more dynamically with an average annual growth
rate (AAGR) of 10.4%.
In 2001 a total of 1,601 cruise ship calls were recorded. They increased by a total of 59% to
2,552 ship calls in 2013. For 2014 a slight decrease to 2,465 ship calls is expected. The development of ship calls in detail is shown in the figure below.
Figure 7: Baltic Sea region ship calls, 2001-2014
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UNICONSULT, based on Tony Peisley (2014): end of the beginning of cruising/ Cruise Baltic

In the same period passenger visits increased from 1,227,000 in 2001 to 4,434,000 in 2013
– almost quadrupling within 12 years. For 2014 Baltic passenger numbers are expected to
stay at about the same level as 2013 at around 4.4 million passenger visits.5 The development of passenger visits in detail is shown in the figure below.

5

Cruise Baltic
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Figure 8: Baltic Sea region passenger visits (in 1000), 2001-2014
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The far more dynamic growth of passenger visits compared to the development in ship
calls shows a significant trend in the cruise industry: The trend to larger cruise ships.
Whereas the average amount of passenger visits per ship call was at a level of 766.4 in
2001, it continuously increased to a level of 1737.5 passenger visits per ship call in 2013.6
The detailed development is shown in the table below.
Table 1: Average passenger visits per ship call, 2001-2013
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

766.4

775.5

860.4

941.5

983.0

Source:

6

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

1105.2 1158.3 1344.3 1471.8 1565.3 1663.4 1640.6 1737.5

UNICONSULT (2014)

Please note: For passenger visits turnaround passengers are usually counted twice, once when embarking and once
when disembarking. Average passenger visits per ship call thus do not represent the average ship size according to passenger numbers.
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Turnarounds
When it comes to cruise turnarounds at Baltic Sea ports, a recent drop in numbers has
shown in 2013 as well as in the scheduled turnarounds for 2014. After a period of significant growth, this still results in a rather positive development, equalling an AAGR of 4.2%
between 2005 and 2014.
Figure 9: Baltic Sea region cruise turnarounds, 2006-2014
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TOP 5 Baltic cruise ports
The number one Baltic cruise port is Copenhagen with the highest amount of ship calls,
passenger visits and turnarounds. The following tables show the TOP 5 Baltic cruise ports
for ship calls, passenger visits and cruise turnarounds as of 2013 as well as their expected/scheduled trends for 2014.
In addition to the TOP 5 ports, the Baltic “Green Cruise Port” Seedmoney project partner
ports are shown in the table as well.
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Table 2: TOP 5 Baltic ports and GCP partner ports by ship calls
Rank ’13
1

Port
Copenhagen

Ship calls 2013
347

Ship calls 2014 (expected)
315

2

St. Petersburg

335

309

3

Tallinn

330

315

4

Helsinki

282

269

5

Stockholm

278

277

Rostock/Warnemünde

198

178

…
-

Riga

64

52

-

Klaipeda

40

60

-

Kaliningrad

4

5*

Note:

GCP Seedmoney project partner ports are marked in blue
*calls from Jan to Sep 2014
UNICONSULT (2014), based on Cruise Baltic; Rosmorport (Kaliningrad)

Source:

Table 3: TOP 5 Baltic ports and GCP partner ports by passenger visits
Rank ’13
1

Port
Copenhagen

Passenger visits 2013
800,500

Passenger visits 2014 (expected)
750,000

2

St. Petersburg

523,525

513,885

3

Tallinn

519,319

480,000

4

Stockholm

485,581

500,000

5

Rostock/Warnemünde

483,000

500,000

Riga

66,968

52,000

-

Klaipeda

32,750

40,000

-

Kaliningrad

1,974

1,753*

…
-

Note:

GCP Seedmoney project partner ports are marked in blue
*passengers from Jan to Sep 2014
UNICONSULT (2014), based on: Cruise Baltic; Rosmorport (Kaliningrad)

Source:

Table 4: TOP 5 Baltic ports by cruise turnarounds
Rank ’13
1

Port
Copenhagen

Turnarounds 2013
160

Turnarounds 2014 (expected)
145

2

Kiel

113

110

3

Rostock/Warnemünde

60

74

4

Stockholm

47

40

5

Malmö

10

10

-

Tallinn

5

5

-

Riga

-

-

-

Klaipeda

-

-

-

Kaliningrad

-

-

…

Note:
Source:

GCP Seedmoney project partner ports are marked in blue
UNICONSULT (2014), based on: Cruise Baltic; Rosmorport (Kaliningrad)
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2.1.2

North-West Europe
The North-West Europe region (including the North Sea as well as the Atlantic coast region,
but without Norwegian Fjords, British Isles as well as the Arctic region) also showed a dynamic growth trend in recent years, although the Baltic Sea and Norway still remain more
popular cruise destinations according to statistics.
One of the reasons for the growth tendencies in NW Europe is the current trend of cruise
lines concerning their itineraries. As more and more cruises are optimised towards more
destinations and “less cruising”, NW European cruise ports gained attention due to their
central geographical position. 7 This is especially true for the ports of Zeebrugge and Hamburg, both showing impressive cruise growth.
Ship calls and passenger visits
Summarizing statistics for this region are difficult to obtain as the NW Europe area is not
generally defined throughout statistics and primary sources. The following overview has
been created by using the statistics of 25 North Sea and Atlantic coast ports8.
Both – ship calls and passenger visits have increased between 2012 and 2013. Whilst cruise
ship calls grew by 4.5% and reached 1,615 in 2013, passenger visits increased by 10.2% and
reached 2.787 million passengers.
Figure 10: NW Europe ship calls and passenger visits, 2012-2013
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2013

UNICONSULT, based on: Cruise Europe; Hamburg figures based on: Tony Peisley (2014): End of
the beginning for cruising

7

See: Tony Peisley (2014): end of the beginning of cruising

8

Including: A Coruna, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Bayonne, Bilbao, Bordeaux, Bremerhaven, Brest, Cherbourg, Guernsey,
Hamburg, Ijmuiden, La Rochelle, Le Havre, Leixoes, Lisbon, Nantes, Rotterdam, Rouen, Saint Malo, Santander, Vigo, Vilagarcia, Zeebrugge, Zeeland
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TOP 5 NW Europe cruise ports
The top NW Europe cruise ports’9 development by ship calls as well as passenger visits is
shown in the following tables. The only “Green Cruise Port” Seedmoney project partner
port within the NW Europe region is Hamburg. It is highlighted in blue within the tables.
Lisbon is the most important cruise port in the NW Europe range, followed by Hamburg –
both by ship calls as well as by passengers.
Table 5: TOP 5 NW Europe cruise ports by ship calls
Rank ’13 (Rank ’12)
1
(1)

Port
Lisbon

Ship calls 2013
353

Ship calls 2012
314

2

(2)

Hamburg

177

161

3

(3)

Amsterdam

139

144

4

(4)

Le Havre

121

108

5

(6)

A Coruna

108

93

5

(7)

Zeebrugge

108

91

Note:
Source:

GCP Seedmoney project partner ports are marked in blue
UNICONSULT, based on: Cruise Europe; Hamburg figures based on: Tony Peisley (2014): End of
the beginning for cruising

Table 6: TOP 5 NW Europe cruise ports by passenger visits
Rank ’13 (Rank ’12)
1
(1)

Port
Lisbon

Passenger visits 2013
558,040

Passenger visits 2012
522,604

2

(2)

Hamburg

552,000

430,000

3

(3)

Amsterdam

279,000

289,757

4

(6)

Zeebrugge

255,770

166,818

5

(5)

Le Havre

246,231

212,825

Note:
Source:

GCP Seedmoney project partner ports are marked in blue
UNICONSULT, based on: Cruise Europe; Hamburg figures based on: Tony Peisley (2014): End of
the beginning for cruising

Figures on cruise turnarounds in the NW Europe region were not available.

9

The NW Europe region covers 25 cruise ports, as defined above.
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2.2

Trends and Outlook

2.2.1

Global
The cruise tourism is going to stay on a long term growth trend. As stated in GP Wild: “
Competing in a Changing World – Outlook for Cruise Tourism to 2020” (published 02/2012),
the cruise demand (number of cruise tourists) will increase up to 2020 in all parts of the
world. Based on 2010 demand figures, market shares for Europe, North America as well as
the Rest of the World will stay at compareable levels. The European market share is just
under 30%. In 2020 the potential for cruise demand could extend 26.4 million cruise
tourists worldwide. See the following figure for details.
Figure 11: Worldwide cruise demand by continent (million cruise tourists and % share),
2010 and 2020

2020

2010
2.25;
12%

5.54;
29%

11.00;
59%

Source:

2.77;
11%

7.79;
29%

15.84;
60%

Europe

Europe

North America

North America

Rest of the World

Rest of the World

UNICONSULT (2014), based on: GP Wild (2012), modified

Looking at the supply side, the available capacity determined by the active cruise fleet will
also grow further during the next years. Looking at the current cruise order book, as of July
1st, 2014, a total of 27 ocean cruise ships are currently listed and due to be delivered between 2014 and 2019.
Within the order book the already mentioned trend to bigger cruise ships is visible, too.
Compared to the cruise fleets’ current average PAX-capacity of 1,290 the new buildings
have considerable above-average dimensions with an average PAX-capacity of 2,973 PAX
for ships due to be delivered between 2014 to 2016 and even 3,499 PAX for ships due to
be delivered between 2014 and 2019.
See the following table for an overview over the current cruise order book up to 2019.
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Table 7: Ocean cruise ship order book up to 2019, as of July 1st 2014
2014

2015

2016

Cruise operator

Tonnage

PAX

Due

Royal Caribbean
Costa

167,800
132,500

4,180
4,947

10/2014
10/2014

P&O
TUI

141,000
99,300

3,611
2,500

3/2015
4/2015

Ponant

10,700

244

5/2015

Viking Oceans

48,000

998

5/2015

AIDA

124,500

3,300

9/2015

Royal Caribbean

167,800

4,180

10/2015

Norwegian

163,000

4,200

10/2015

AIDA
Holland America

124,500
99,000

3,300
2,600

3/2016
3/2016

Viking Oceans

48,000

998

5/2016

Royal Caribbean

167,800

4,180

6/2016

Royal Caribbean

227,000

6,400

6/2016

54,000

738

6/2016

Regent
Seabourn

40,300

604

9/2016

Viking Oceans

48,000

998

9/2016

Star Cruises

150,000

4,500

10/2016

Carnival

135,000

4,000

11/2016

Norwegian
Viking Oceans

163,000
48,000

4,200
998

4/2017
4/2017

MSC

167,600

5,700

4/2017

Star Cruises

150,000

4,500

4/2017

MSC

154,000

5,300

11/2017

2018

Royal Caribbean
MSC

227,000
154,000

6,285
5,300

?/2018
5/2018

2019

MSC

167,600

5,700

4/2019

3,379,400

94,461

113,063
125,163

2,973
3,499

2017

TOTAL
Average 2014 - 2016
Average 2014 - 2019
Current cruise fleet
Source:

1,290

UNICONSULT (2014), based on: Tony Peisley (2014)

The ships on order also have far bigger dimensions than the average current cruise fleet.
While the average beam of the existing world cruise fleet is at 26 meters, and the average
length at around 200 meters, the average dimensions of the ships on order are 35 meters
and 270 meters.10
In comparison to the active cruise fleet, this sums up to the following future cruise fleet
development. As of 2014, the current active cruise fleet combines a total tonnage of 18.1
million gt and a fleet size of 292 ships with a passenger capacity of 460,240.11 The future
cruise fleet development according to the cruise ship orderbook up to 2019 is shown in the
following figure.
10

Tony Peisley (2014)

11

See Figure 2: World active cruise fleet, 2010-2014; ISL (2014): Shipping statistics and Market Review
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Figure 12: Future cruise fleet development according to orderbook
PAX
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550,000
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500,000
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17,000,000
16,000,000

400,000
2014
(mid)

Note:
Source:

2014
(end)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

withdrawals or deletions from the fleet are not taken into consideration for this calculation
UNICONSULT (2014)

Under this assumption, the world cruise fleet is expected to have a passenger capacity of
554,700 and a total tonnage of 21.5 million gt by the end of 2019. This equals an average
annual growth rate (AAGR) of 3.4% for passenger capacity and 3.1% for gt development
(end 2014 to end 2019).
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2.2.2

Baltic Sea and NW Europe
Quantitative projections regarding cruise development could not be retrieved from available sources. For the Baltic Sea region UNICONSULT has elaborated a quantitative projection, though. For NW Europe a short-study elaborated by ISL is available for the projections
for the Port of Hamburg. Both will be summarized in the next chapters.

2.2.2.1

Baltic Sea outlook
The Baltic Sea cruise market is expected to further show positive growth trends in the future. A UNICONSULT prognosis, elaborated December 2013, gives the following projections.
The market growth of the last decade already attenuated during the last decade – although in total its average annual growth rates have been on a very dynamic level of 10.4%
for passenger visits (2002-2014).12 Looking on shorter periods the AAGR continuously attenuated, though:
AAGR 2000-2005: 16.2%
AAGR 2005-2010: 7.9%
AAGR 2009-2012: 5.7%.
However, the absolute increases in passenger numbers are still huge. Die UNICONSULT
projection implies anticipates a continuation of linear growth but a slightly reduced AAGR
of 4.8% on the basis of the 2012 base date up to 2025. This equals a total of 7.645 million
cruise passengers in the Baltic Sea in 2025 – a total surplus of 84%.
Figure 13: Projection of development of cruise passenger visits in the Baltic Sea 2025
9,000,000

development to date (* 2014: expected)

7,644,860

8,000,000
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7,000,000

cruise passenger visits
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4,158,700
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

Source:
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2025
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0

UNICONSULT (2014); based on UNICONSULT Baltic Sea cruise projection (2013)

See chapter 2.1.1
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Current figures of 2014 show a gap between the projection and the achieved passenger
visits. This gap - accounting from slight decreases in 2014 in several cruise ports – will also
show for 2015. This is mainly caused by shifting several older and smaller cruise ships to
other cruise regions due to the ECA regulations entering into force in 2015.13 To avoid ECArelated problems with older cruise ships, some of these are expected to be moved to other
cruise regions to some extent accordingly. This trend has also been approved through expert interviews at the benchmark port visit in Copenhagen.14 Nonetheless, this gap will be
resolved in the future.
Due to the mentioned development trends concerning ship size, the average amount of
passengers per cruise ship call will also maintain sustainable growth in the long term.
Figure 14: Projection of development of average passenger visits per ship call in the Baltic Sea 2025
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development to date (* 2014: expected)
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UNICONSULT (2014); based on UNICONSULT Baltic Sea cruise projection (2013)

This results in the following projection for ship calls in the Baltic Sea: Based on the year
2012, ship calls will grow by a total of 55.9% from 2,546 (2012) to 3,970 in 2025. This
equals an AAGR of 3.5%.

13

See chapter 3

14

See chapter 5.4
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Figure 15: Projection of development of cruise ship calls in the Baltic Sea up to 2025
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UNICONSULT (2014); based on UNICONSULT Baltic Sea cruise projection (2013)

The growth expected and shown in the previous figures will completely be based on the
growth in the ship size segment > 200 meters. The amount of ship calls of this segment will
grow steadily in all Baltic ports whereas ship calls of ships < 200 meters will a large extent
stay on a comparable level as today – it might even decrease in some ports.
The following figure shows the projection of the development of ship size shares for the
ports of Rostock and Kiel up to 2025 as prime examples. As shown, the share of cruise
ships > 200 meters will grow from about two thirds today to 85% in 2025. This trend is also
applicable for other Baltic ports. Although the total number of ship calls by vessels < 200
meters remains mainly constant, its percentage share of overall ship calls declines.
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Figure 16: Projection of development of shares of ship calls by ship size categories up to
2025
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UNICONSULT (2014); based on UNICONSULT Baltic Sea cruise projection (2013)

NW Europe outlook
As the Baltic Sea cruise market, the NW Europe cruise market is expected to also show positive growth trends in the future. For Hamburg, the only cruise port currently related to the
Green Cruise Port Seed Money project, a prognosis has recently been elaborated by the
ISL. Its key findings are shown below.
Port of Hamburg outlook
Figure 17: ISL prognosis on cruise passenger visits in Hamburg up to 2025
1,400,000
1,147,500

1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000
553,000

600,000
400,000
200,000

314,000
127,000
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2009 2011 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Source:

ISL (2014): Kreuzfahrtpotenzial Hafen Hamburg, Ergebnisse und Methodendarstellung
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According to the ISL cruise prognosis for the Port of Hamburg, more than 1.1 million cruise
passengers can be expected in 2025. This equals a total growth of 108% and an AAGR of
6.3% (2013 to 2025).
Figure 18: ISL prognosis on cruise ship calls in Hamburg up to 2025
300
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100
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0
2009 2011 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Source:

ISL (2014): Kreuzfahrtpotenzial Hafen Hamburg, Ergebnisse und Methodendarstellung

For the development of cruise ship calls, the ISL prognosis expects a growth from 177 calls
in 2013 to around 290 for the Port of Hamburg in 2025. This equals a total growth of 64%
and an AAGR of 4.2% (2013-2025).
As ship calls will grow less dynamically than passenger visits, as a result a significant increase in passenger visits per ship call will occur in the future. This will create new challenges and requirements for the ports infrastructure in terms of terminal and infrastructure capacities as well as handling procedures. The following table shows the development
of passenger visits per ship call according to the figures above.
Table 8: Development of average passenger visits per ship call in Hamburg
2013

2014

2015

2016

2020

2025

3,124

3,198

3,763

3,814

3,946

3,956

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

For passenger visits turnaround passengers are counted twice, once when embarking and
once when disembarking. Average passenger visits per ship call thus do not represent the
average ship size according to ships’ passenger capacities.
The average ship size development according to expected passenger capacity can be estimated based on following assumptions:
The 2013 share of passengers visits in Hamburg broken down into transit passengers, embarking an disembarking passengers was as follows:
‒

transit passengers:

5.9% (32,475)

‒

embarking passengers:

46.8% (258,753)
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‒

disembarking passengers: 47.3% (261,231).15

It is assumed that those shares will continue to exist unchanged in the projection.
It is assumed that a capacity utilisation of 90% exists and will continue to exist unchanged in the projection and will therefore have to be added to the average ship
size.
Thus, average ship size development is being determined through the following
equation:
Average ship size = (share transit passengers + share embarking passengers) x passenger visits / ship calls x 1.11
This results in the following projection regarding the average ship size development according to expected passenger capacity.
Table 9: Average ship size development according to expected passenger capacity in
Hamburg
2013

2014

2015

2016

2020

2025

1,830

1,873

2,204

2,234

2,311

2,318

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

NW Europe outlook in general
Further quantitative projections regarding cruise development were not available for NW
Europe. To be able to make statements about the NW Europe region in general, it has been
made use of the key findings from the UNICONSULT projections for the Baltic Sea region.16
Since in both regions comparable tourist source markets are on hand, the AAGR adopted
for the Baltic Sea region can also be used as a basis for the NW Europe region in order to
obtain at least a rough estimate of future market potentials. As the current saturation
grade in relation to the current market penetration tends to be lower in NW Europe than
in the Baltic Sea, where cruise tourism has been “on the radar” for a longer time already,
using the AAGR of the Baltic Sea region also assures a rather a conservative estimate.
Under the assumption of an AAGR of 4.8% for cruise passenger visits and 3.5% for cruise
ship calls, the following market potential can be expected for NW Europe. Base dates are
the 2013 values as shown in Figure 10.

15

Hamburg Cruise Center e.V. (2014)

16

See chapter 2.2.2.1
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Figure 19: Projection of development of cruise passenger visits in NW Europe up to 2025
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Figure 20: Projection of development of cruise ship calls in NW Europe up to 2025
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This results in a rough market potential estimation of around 4.9 million cruise passenger
visits in NW Europe in 2025, equalling a total growth of 75.5%. For ship calls the estimation shows a potential of 2,440 cruise ship calls in NW Europe in 2025 compared to 1,615
in 2013, equalling a total growth of 57.9%.
The fact that the assumed AAGR in NW Europe are lower than those for Hamburg is both
realistic and coherent. As seen in the past, the majority of growth volumes will be realised
through the large or major cruise ports with rather high passenger volumes, especially if
they are existing homeports. In this case new itineraries are more likely to start or end at
such ports, too. Medium or small sized cruise ports are more likely to stagnate regarding
their passenger and ships calls’ development.
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2.2.3

Further Trends
Besides the ongoing general growth trend in the cruise sector, the trend to larger cruise
ships and the increase in capacity on the supply side through new buildings, there are several more relevant trends in the cruise sector, which are summarized below.
New buildings are increasingly optimized to save operating costs. To achieve this ships increasingly are built to or will be built to be operating slower. An established method to
support this is to choose homeports located centrally and closer to destination ports on
cruise routes, allowing to reduce both – speed and distance – and thus saving operating
costs. Accordingly, favourable geographic locations are more likely to benefit as homeports
than peripheral cruise ports.17
This trend is supported by focussing more and more on entertainment and shopping opportunities as well as on-board activities and sports. The cruise ship itself becomes the
core reason for travel, and it’s less the “simple means of transport” in order to reach the
destinations along the route.18
The current trend in the Mediterranean to offer an almost all-year-round cruise season also begins to spread to Northern Europe. Trends to longer cruise seasons or even all-yearround cruise seasons will be commonly seen in the future in major North Sea and Baltic
cruise ports, e.g. in Hamburg.
In general, growth trends in the Baltic Sea and NW Europe will mainly be achieved through
volume growth in the large cruise ports. Medium and small cruise ports will rather show
slower growth or even stagnation and decreases in some cases.19
From 2015, the North Sea and the Baltic Sea will face new regulations for ship emissions
through so called “Emission control areas”. To avoid ECA-related problems with older
cruise ships, some of them are expected to be moved to other cruise regions to some extent. Accordingly, for ECA-related regions like the Baltic Sea and North Sea region, the effect of newer – and thus – usually also bigger cruise ships will be even accelerated.20 But in
general cruise operators will have to deal with those ECA-regulations through different
scopes. Those will be explained in detail in chapter 3.

17

Tony Peisley (2014)

18

ISL (2014): Kreuzfahrtpotentzial Hafen Hamburg

19

According to Cruise Baltic large cruise ports are ports with 50 or more ship calls per year, medium ports have 25 to 49
calls and small ports have less than 25 calls per year.

20

Tony Peisley (2014)
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2.3

Interim Conclusions
The main findings of the cruise market development and outlook for the Baltic Sea and NW
Europe can be summarized as follows:
The world cruise market has constantly been growing over the past decade and will
further grow in the future.
Europe is the second most important market after North America. Within Europe the
Mediterranean & Black Sea has the biggest market share followed by Northern Europe and the Atlantic Isles.
The world cruise fleet is growing regarding its tonnage but not regarding its number
of ships. Whilst the world active cruise fleet had a rather constant fleet of just under
300 ships during the last 5 years, its tonnage grew by 15.3% in the same time.
In the Baltic Sea region a total of 2,552 cruise ship calls were recorded in 2013 resulting in 4.43 million passenger visits. The TOP 3 Baltic cruise ports concerning ship
calls as well as passenger visits are Copenhagen, St. Petersburg and Tallinn.
In North West Europe 1,615 ship calls were counted in 2013 resulting in 2.79 million
passenger visits. The TOP 3 NW Europe cruise ports concerning ship calls as well as
passenger visits are Lisbon, Hamburg and Amsterdam.
Worldwide cruise demand is going to further grow in the future. Accordingly, the
supply side through available capacities will also grow. The current cruise ship orderbook will result in total capacity additions of 94,461 PAX or a tonnage of 3.38 million gt until 2019.
For the Baltic Sea region 7.6 million cruise passenger visits are expected for 2025,
compared to 4.1 million in 2012 (+84%; AAGR: 4.8%). Cruise ship calls will increase
with an AAGR of 3.5% resulting in 3,970 calls for 2025 compared to 2,546 in 2012
(+56%).
For NW Europe a rough estimation of 4.9 million passenger visits is expected for
2025, compared to 2.8 million in 2012 (+76%; AAGR: 4.8%). Cruise ship calls are expected to increase accordingly with an AAGR of 3.5% resulting in about 2,440 calls in
2025 compared to 1,615 in 2012.
For Hamburg, projections are expected to be above average compared to NW Europe expectations. For 2025 a total of 1.1 million passenger visits is expected, compared to 553,000 in 2013 (+108%; AAGR: 6.3%). Ship calls are expected to grow from
177 in 2013 to around 290 in 2025 (+64%; AAGR: 4.2%).
An average ship size of 2,318 passengers is estimated for Hamburg in 2025 compared to an average ship size of 1,830 in 2013.
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With regard to sustainability aspects of cruise port infrastructure, this causes the following
major challenges or requirements:
Larger cruise ships and increased passenger visits per ship call create new challenges and
requirements for the ports infrastructure in terms of terminal and infrastructure capacities
as well as handling procedures. Efficient procedures for the terminal processes as well as
sustainable transport solutions, both for embarking and disembarking passenger as well as
for trips of transit passengers, will reduce congestion and emission risks.
Concerning the ships itself, sustainable solutions for energy supply when in the port will
become more and more important. Not only because of new regulations on emissions (see
following chapter 3), but also because bigger ships cause bigger impacts on noise and air
pollution in the ports and adjacent residential areas, that need to be kept under control.
Thus, onshore power supply (OPS) will gain importance in the future.
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3

Analysis on impact of ECA regulations on cruise operator strategies and port infrastructure

3.1

ECA regulations
Emission Control Areas (ECAs) are special zones for sea regions, in which environmental
policy requirements and restrictions on the emission of certain pollutants (sulphur oxide
(SOx), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and particulate emissions) as well as waste or process water
disposal exist. ECAs are established by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) under MARPOL. 21,22 For the Green Cruise Ports project the ECAs Baltic Sea and North Sea including the Channel are of direct relevance. Within these ECAs the emission of sulphur oxides23 is assigned limit values. The geographical extension of the Baltic and the North Sea
ECA is shown in the following figure.
Figure 21: Geographical extent of the in the North Sea and Baltic Sea ECAs

Baltic
Sea
North
Sea

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Jahn et al. (2011)

The limits assigned for the North Sea and the Baltic Sea ECA are gradually reduced. From
January 2015 onwards, the SOx limit will be set at a maximum of 0.1%. The development of
the reduction of limits is shown in the following figure. The Baltic Sea/ North Sea ECAs are
indicated in blue colour.

21

MARPOL: International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships, 1973, also MARPOL 73/78

22

See MARPOL, Annex VI: Prevention of air pollution by ships (Emission Control Areas);
http://www.imo.org/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/SpecialAreasUnderMARPOL/Pages/Default.aspx

23

This is why the areas used to be called SECA (sulphur emission control area). NOx or particulate regulations are not yet
in force within the North Sea or Baltic Sea ECA. Thus, other ECAs such as the North American and the United States Caribbean Sea ECA also have emission limits for NOx and particulate in force.
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Figure 22: Development of SOx limits of marine fuel, according to IMO
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In the Baltic Sea, set limits for the emission of sulphur oxide exist since 2006. Back then, it
was the world's first marine area with such limitation. The first limit was set at 1.5% sulphur in marine fuel. This limit was introduced to the North Sea area in the same way in August 2007. From July 2010 it was lowered to a maximum of 1.0% by the IMO for both ECAs.
In addition to this, an EU Directive (2005/33/EC) limits sulphur emissions for inland waterways as well as for all ships moored at any inland or sea ports within the European Union.
This directive entered into force in January 2010. The set maximum sulphur share is 0.1%
and applies for all ships moored at any berth for more than two hours. 24 To achieve this,
ship operators are usually switching to the higher quality and therefore more expensive
MDO (Marine Diesel Oil), when within port areas, as heavy fuel oil is not in accordance
with a low sulphur oxide share.

24

See EU Directive 2005/33/EC
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For the whole ECA areas in the Baltic Sea and North Sea, the limits for the emission of sulphur oxide are going to be reduced to a mandatory maximum of 0.1% from January 2015.
This will result in major changes for shipping operators, including cruise operators, as this
no longer only affects port areas but the entire Baltic Sea and North Sea shipping routes.
Possible impacts on cruise operators are outlines in the following chapter 3.2.
For other shipping areas (outside the ECA areas of the North Sea and Baltic Sea) a limit of
3.5% sulphur oxide in marine fuels applies since January 2012. This limit will be once more
reduced at the beginning of 2020, but is subject to a feasibility review subject through an
IMO-Commission in 2018 first. Depending on the review results the reduction can be delayed until 2025. The new limit will then be at 0.5% and thus 5 times higher than within the
North Sea and Baltic Sea ECAs.25

25

http://www.imo.org
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3.2

Impact on cruise operator strategies
Cruise ships usually use heavy oils as fuel. Heavy oil is a fuel derived from the residue left
after the distillation of crude oil, which is used particularly in the diesel engines of ships
and in oil-fired heating (bunker oil and heavy heating oil). In order to adequately respond
to the new sulphur limits of 0.1% that will be in force from January 2015, ship operators,
including cruise operators will be forced to either stop using heavy fuel oils as ship fuel or
reduce the heavy fuel oil’s emissions through filter systems – so-called scrubbers.
Ship operators in general, including cruise ship operators, basically have four options to
comply with the new regulations with a maximum share of 0.1% of sulphur in ship fuels.
They could either completely change their ship propulsion to distillate fuels (MDO or
MGO), as currently exercised when moored at EU ports’ berths due to the EU Directive
2005/33/EG.26 They could secondly install so-called scrubber systems – pollution control
devices to eliminate unwanted pollutants from a gas stream, they could change their ship
propulsion to liquefied natural gas (LNG) or they could change their propulsion to methanol as fuel.27 The four options are shown in the following schematic illustration.
Figure 23: Basic options for cruise ship owners to comply with SOx limits of 0.1%
ECA areas Baltic Sea & North Sea: 0.1% sulphur limit for marine fuels

Option 1:
Usage of distillate
fuels (MDO & MGO)

Source:

3.2.1

Option 2:
Installation of
scrubber systems

Option 3:
Usage of LNG

Option 4:
Usage of methanol

UNICONSULT (2014)

Option 1 – distillate fuels (MDO & MGO)
Firstly, the ship owners will have the opportunity to switch from heavy fuel oil to lowsulphur distillate fuels. This could either be marine diesel oil (MDO) or marine gas oil
(MGO). This option requires rather few changes to the on-board fuel systems and thus only
requires low capital investment for the ship owners. The main risk of this option is fuel
prices. MDO and MGO in general are more expensive fuels than heavy fuel oil. The expected growth in demand will also lead to further increases for both MDO and MGO prices,
too. In addition, both fuels are still fossil fuels. Even though they meet the ECA limits concerning SOx, they still do not reduce CO2 emissions.28

26

See previous chapter

27

CLEANSHIP (2013)

28

CLEANSHIP (2013)
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In general, distillate fuels have been available on the market for a long time and are well
experienced and thus won’t create any major technical risks that are not yet known due to
missing experience.

3.2.2

Option 2 – scrubber systems
Scrubber systems – or exhaust gas scrubbers are technical systems and the only relevant
option to comply with the 0.1% emission limits and still use heavy fuel oil bunker from
2015. Scrubbers use either chemicals or seawater to wash-out sulphur components before
escaping to the environment. The following figure illustrates the functionality of a typical
scrubber system.
Figure 24: Schematic illustration of a typical scrubber system

Source:

www.cruiseind.com

The main cost-related advantage of scrubber systems is, that heavy fuel oils, which are
cheaper than other fuels (MDO, MGO), can still be used for propulsion. The installation of
scrubber systems requires rather high investment, though. In addition, scrubber systems
require extra space on cruise ships which might reduce passenger capacities by a few percent. The following figure exemplarily shows estimated costs for the retrofitting of a
scrubber system for a 300 m cruise ship with 4 engines. Total costs are estimated to be at
around 20 million USD.
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Figure 25: Cost estimate of scrubber system retrofit at a 300 m cruise ship

Source:

DNV GL (2014): http://www.dnv.com/binaries/LNG_RetrofitCruise_2014-03-L03_tcm4596302.pdf

Also, through the washing-out process of sulphur emissions a sludge/ solid waste enriched
with a high share of sulphur is produced as a waste product when using a scrubber. This
sludge needs to be disposed regularly in ports, causing extra disposal costs.29 “Moreover,
scrubbers increase the [cruise ships’ overall] power consumption, thereby increasing […]
[its] CO2 emissions.”30
In general, scrubbers aren’t at all a highly developed technology with a proven reliability
guarantee and accurate long-term performance. Due to missing experience there are technical risks. Marketable systems are only available in a limited way.

3.2.3

Option 3 – Usage of LNG
Fuelling ships with liquefied natural gas (LNG) is another option to meet ECA requirements.
LNG is natural gas that has been liquefied through a liquefaction process through severe
cooling to under -160°C. LNG is the cleanest fossil fuel available. LNG-fuelled ships reduce
emissions concerning SOx (-100%), NOx (-92%) as well as particulate (-100%). CO2 reduction can also be achieved through LNG usage but as it is also a fossil fuel, CO2- reduction is
“only” at a level of -23%.31
LNG-ships need sophisticated and complex engine systems, special tanks, double insulated
piping and several other specific technical features. Thus, retrofitting a heavy fuel oil powered ship to an LNG ship would be very complex and requires very high investments. LNG
technology is therefore expected to mostly be used for cruise ship new builds.32 The following figure exemplarily shows cost estimates for the retrofit of a LNG power system to a
300 m long cruise ship with 4 engines. Total costs are estimated to be at over 70 million
USD.

29

CLEANSHIP (2013)

30

CLEANSHIP (2013)

31

CLEANSHIP (2013)

32

CLEANSHIP (2013)
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Figure 26: Cost estimate of LNG power system retrofit at a 300 m cruise ship

Source:

DNV GL (2014): http://www.dnv.com/binaries/LNG_RetrofitCruise_2014-03-L03_tcm4596302.pdf

Nonetheless, “retrofitting an existing cruise ship so that it can use LNG fuel is a feasible option for a number of existing cruise ships. […] Every ship needs to be considered separately
as each ship has unique design characteristics and limitations […]. The retrofit potential
depends on the design and structural characteristics of each cruise ship and, based on that,
technical showstoppers might arise. Another challenge the industry is facing at the moment is the size and location of the LNG tank due to the ships’ structural limitations and
the [existing correlated] rules and regulations.”33 For new builds, a trend to order cruise
ships with so-called dual-fuel engines can be identified. Dual-fuel engines can run with
both – LNG and distillate fuels. This allows the cruise operators to make more flexible decisions depending on bunker prices and availability of distillate fuels and LNG.34
As LNG is not explosive or flammable in its liquid state, it is considered a rather save fuel.
Despite the process of gas liquefaction and the correlated savings in volume, LNG still
needs about the double tank volume as marine fuels to achieve equivalent energy content.
Thus, LNG-fuelled sytems are mainly suitable for vessels that can refuel regularly due to
many stops. As this is especially true for cruise ships, LNG can be generally assessed as
suitable for cruise ships.
LNG – as no other of the named options – requires specific port infrastructure for LNG
bunkering. See chapter 3.3 for details.

33

DNV GL (2014): http://www.dnv.com/binaries/LNG_RetrofitCruise_2014-03-L03_tcm4-596302.pdf

34

“Von Beust will Flüssiggas pushen” In: Stadt Land Hafen 6/2014
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3.2.4

Option 4 – Usage of methanol
Another alternative fuel to marine fuels is methanol. Methanol can either be made from
renewable or fossil sources. Methanol is suitable for reducing all of the following emissions: SOx, NOx, CO2 as well as particulate.
Compared to gaseous fuels methanol is particularly suitable for the transport sector. This
also applies for water bound transport such as cruises. Since methanol is toxic, special precautions must be taken into account when using it. This applies in particular for the bunkering process or for maintenance works. However, since it is biodegradable, environmental hazards by accidents are generally being considered rather moderate.
There are currently first pilot projects testing methanol as fuel option for passenger ships.
Stena line, together with other partners is testing methanol powered passenger transport
on a RoPax ferry between Gothenburg and Kiel, co-financed by the EU TEN-T programme.
The pilot project is supposed to be finished in 2016.35 Marketable systems for methanolpowered ships are not yet available.

3.2.5

Summarized pros and cons of options 1 to 4
The following table summarises main pros and cons of the four different options.
Table 10: Major pros and cons of options to meet ECA standards
Option

SOx

NOx

particulate

CO2

Capital
investment

Option 1:
distillate fuels
(MDO & MGO)

+

-

-

-

low

Option 2:
scrubber
systems

Option 3:
Usage of LNG

Option 4:
Usage of
methanol

Source:

35

+

++

++

--

++

++

+

++

++

+

-

++

high

very high

moderate

Other pros and cons

-

uncertain availability

-

prices very likely to increase

+

usage of cheaper high-sulphur
heavy fuel oil

-

additional energy required
during operation

-

disposal of sludge/solid waste
products

+

currently a cheap fuel

-

uncertain availability

-

difficult for refitting

-

specific port infrastructure required

+

can be produced from renewable sources

-

uncertain availability

-

marketable systems not yet
available

UNICONSULT (2014), based on CLEANSHIP (2013) & Danish Maritime Authority (2012)

http://www.dvz.de/rubriken/seefracht/single-view/nachricht/schiffsantrieb-mit-methanol-im-test.html;
CLEANSHIP (2013)
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Concerning sustainability and the reduction of emissions, usage of methanol can be identified as the best option. The decision for one or several of these options through cruise operators is subject to many influences though.
Based on a survey carried out in the context of this study (see chapter 5), the Consultants
found out, that from the selected 19 “Green Cruise Port” Seed money partner ports and
the possible “Green Cruise Port” future project partners:
5 cruise ports expect the cruise operators calling at their port to install scrubber systems (Gdynia, Gothenburg, Kaliningrad, Klaipeda, Rostock)
4 cruise ports expect the cruise operators calling at their port to use distillate fuels
like MDO & MGO (Gdynia, Gothenburg, Rostock, Stockholm)
4 cruise ports expect the cruise operators calling at their port to use LNG (Gdynia,
Hamburg, Kaliningrad, Klaipeda)
1 cruise port expects the cruise operators calling at its port to use bio fuels, e.g.
methanol (Gdynia)
3 cruise ports don’t know yet, how cruise operators calling at their port will adapt to
emission limits set by IMO through ECA regulations.
Two ports didn’t give an answer. A total of 12 questionnaires were received.
It is becoming clear that there is a wide a range of perceptions as to how the set ECA regulations will be met by the cruise operators. The same is true, when looking at the cruise
companies’ plans according to industry news. “Carnival Corporation, the world’s largest
cruise company, […] announced plans to […] [install] exhaust gas cleaning technology to
more than 70 vessels, […] covering more than 70 percent of its entire fleet.”36 “The upgrades […] will include ships in Carnival Cruise Lines, Holland America Line, Princess Cruises, Cunard, Aida Cruises and Costa Cruises.”37 AIDA Cruises plans to equip its whole existing
fleet with scrubber systems. For new builds, both LNG technology or scrubber systems are
planned. In addition, the fleet will be fully equipped with onshore power connections. 38
Other companies will use MDO or MGO for their existing fleet and for methanol powered
ships, a first pilot project has been started that might lead to as mid-term usage of methanol within regular operation, too.
Altogether, for existing cruise fleets, scrubber systems and the usage of MDO/ MGO will be
the most commonly encountered solution, whereas for new builds all four options are realistic within a medium-term time horizon, with an expected focus on LNG and on dual-fuel
engines that can operate with LNG as well as distillate fuels.

36

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2014/05/22/carnival-expands-cruise-ship-scrubber-technology/

37

http://www.nola.com/environment/index.ssf/2014/05/carnival_to_install_scrubber_t.html

38

http://www.spiegel.de/reise/aktuell/aida-ruestet-gesamte-flotte-mit-schadstofffiltern-aus-a-919276.html
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3.3

Impact on cruise port infrastructure
Based on the different given options for cruise operators, the still generally uncertain development trends as well as the partially not yet existing marketability of technical solutions, it is difficult for cruise ports to adequately adapt to the new requirements arising
from the ECA regulations.
As described before, some options are rather suitable for new builds only; some are more
likely to be used for existing cruise ships. Also, cruise companies are deciding for different
options. As a result this means for the cruise ports, that they basically have to prepare for
all of the aforementioned four options – especially if they are large cruise ports with different cruise operators calling at their port.
As the bunkering of distillate fuels (MDO & MGO) is common, routine and well experienced
in most ports, there are no specific infrastructural improvement needs for the ports arising
from this option. As the demand for distillate fuels is likely to increase39, though, the availability of adequate bunkering capacities might have to be checked and secured from time
to time.
For those ships using scrubber systems, port infrastructure will not face any specific new
requirements either, as scrubber systems would imply retention of heavy fuel oil bunkering. This is only true for the bunkering process, though. As scrubbers produce scrubber
sludge or solid waste products during operation, cruise ports will need to offer adequate
disposal systems or infrastructure for scrubber sludge. This is an important issue as safety
and environmental issues need to be kept in focus for this. Sludge generated in the scrubber process is similar to other engine room sludge, and can therefore be conducted to the
same tank. The scrubber sludge may not be incinerated, though. Therefore in ships where
‘normal’ engine room sludge is incinerated, the scrubber sludge needs to be conducted to
separate sludge tanks and thus demands a separate disposal process within ports.
The most challenging current infrastructural issue for ports within the context of ECAcompliant options is the provision of adequate LNG infrastructure, though. A comprehensive provision of LNG terminals and bunkering facilities within the ports is essential for
cruise operators when investing in LNG powered new builds. Many ports in the Baltic Sea
and the North Sea region are currently investing or plan to invest into LNG infrastructure.
The following map shows current activities in the Baltic Sea and NW Europe (without British Isles).

39

See chapter 3.2.1
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Figure 27: Map of existing, planned and proposed LNG facilities

Source:

CLEANSHIP (2013) & Danish Maritime Authority (2012)

A problem occurring in many ports is that ferries and cruise ships are usually a “first mover” when it comes to innovations or sustainability improvements due to their direct contact to customers (tourist/ passenger). The ports’ infrastructural focus is mostly on merchant shipping needs though, due to their much bigger share in ship calls. For example, only 1.0% of total ships calls in Hamburg are caused by cruise ships. In Rostock it’s at 1.2%, in
Stockholm at2.9% and in Tallinn at 4.0%. Thus, the challenge will be to provide adequate
LNG facilities for cruise ships on time with rather high investments even though those are
only accounting for a minor share in ship calls at the ports.
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Excursus: Example Klaipeda port LNG bunkering model
Within the CLEANSHIP project, a suitable technical model for a proposed LNG bunkering
facility at Klaipeda port has been elaborated. Klaipeda is a “Green Cruise Port” Seedmoney
project partner port. It covers different bunkering methods that have been analysed and
identified as suitable for Klaipeda. These are: ship-to-ship bunkering, tank container-toship bunkering, and tank truck-to-ship bunkering. The simplified technical model is shown
below.
Figure 28: LNG bunkering model proposed for Klaipeda

Source: CLEANSHIP (2013)

Another infrastructural aspect arising from the ECA-related change of bunkering is onshore
power supply (OPS). As described above, for some of the options which will be adapted by
cruise operators, namely usage of distillate fuels as well as use scrubber systems, total
costs of operation will increase; for distillate fuels due to increased costs of fuel, for scrubber systems due to increased consumption, as scrubbers consume extra energy40. As a result, onshore power supply not only provides further sustainability effects (reduction of
noise and air pollution) but also has an increased importance for cruise ship operators for
cutting operating costs when moored in the ports.
Although most ports provide low voltage OPS (400-690 V), applicable for small vessels
(such as tug boats, barges, inland vessels etc.), high voltage OPS systems (6-20 kV) are only
available at few ports, yet. High voltage OPS systems are necessary to provide onshore
40

See chapter 3.2.2
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power for cruise ships. The following figure shows the availability of high voltage OPS in selected countries of the Baltic Sea and North Sea region based on a UNICONSULT-analysis
within the context of the European TEN-T network from 2014.41
Figure 29: Availability of high voltage OPS in selected countries

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

As shown in the figure, only Lübeck, Oslo, Göteborg, Trelleborg, Helsinki and Kotka/Hamina
currently provide high voltage OPS systems in their ports. As already mentioned for LNG
above, the infrastructural focus of this mostly isn’t on the cruise sector though, but rather
on providing OPS for merchant shipping. Thus, none of the available high-voltage OPS are
built or predominantly used for cruise ships.
According to CLEANSHIP, within the Baltic Sea region and NW Europe (without British Isles)
only the port of Hamburg has a high-voltage OPS system currently under construction for
one of their cruise berths. The port of Oslo is planning for high-voltage OPS systems for
cruise ships at two berths.42 According to the survey carried out in the context of this study
(see chapter 5), in addition to that, OPS is also available in Riga and Gdansk already. It is
furthermore currently under construction in Hamburg (as said above) and in Klaipeda and
planned in Gdynia. Whether those OPS systems will be low or high voltage systems is not
known.
This shows that despite the rather active planning for LNG facilities in many ports, OPS systems for cruise ships are rare yet and will need to be highlighted more prominently in the
future, as OPS systems are unequivocally a useful achievement for cruise ports’ sustainability.

41

The analysis only covered selected countries along TENT-T core network corridor 5 (Scandinavian-Mediterranean)

42

CLEANSHIP (2013)
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4 Analysis of cruise ship and passenger handling processes
The process analysis of the handling of cruise ships in ports in general deals with with
different tasks (activities, incidents). The relevant procedures are clustered in four
sections. These are
Section I:

Vessel-related tasks (cruise vessel activities)

Section II:

Terminal-related tasks (port terminal activities and facilities)

Section III:

Requirements on periphery (hinterland-related issues)

Section IV:

Nautical services (mainly mandatory services during vessel´s arrival
and departure)

Each section will be described considering the issues covered. The analysis will focus on the
interdependency of the three characterictics of the term sustainability which include
economic, ecological and social aspects. The following figure shows a scheme of clustered
input parameters forming the basis of the analysis.
Figure 30: Clustered Input Parameters

Source: UNICONSULT 2014

The economic, ecological and social aspects for a certain process or procedure are
sometimes mutually exclusive. Nevertheless they are all mentioned to show a neutral
variety of existing possibilities.
The economic aspects mainly focus on reduction of costs by increasing the efficiency of the
use of resources. Costs could be reduced by establishing standard procedures valid and/or
suitable for every cruise vessel or line. If certain basic procedures do not have to be offered
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as tailor-made for every single client but equal for all users the planning of operations,
needed personnel and other resources could be executed as optimal as possible.
Ecological aspects describe possibilities to design processes in a more resource-saving way.
By using green power generated by e.g. wind and solar power plants supports reaching the
target of being a sustainable industry. Also the connection to the local public
transportation system and the supply of appropriate transport solution (e.g. gathering
points at nearest central station including bus shuttle for luggage and/or passengers) are a
part of an ecological design of land-based passenger transport. Assuming that most of the
identified operations are land-based although outboard supply operations produce less
CO2 per handled item (litre diesel, m³ waste etc.) than land-based supply it is always
checked during process analysis if a procedure could also be executed outboard instead of
land-based. Especially the vessel- and terminal-related tasks seem to be sometimes
overlapping as they depend on each other and form certain sub-tasks. Some activities
could be realized from the landside (terminal involved) and outboard (terminal not
involved).
The social aspects are dealing with measures that are combining the impacts of cruise
shipping by e.g. an increased number of appearing people/passenger, the construction of
terminals and a probably higher traffic density in the port and the adjacent city area
respectively.
The separation of cruise vessel calls in transit and turnaround calls is made due to different
required procedures and dimensioned facilities. Basically it can be stated that the logistics
procedures during a turnaround stay a more complex than during a transit call. The main
difference between these two types of call is, from the processual point of view, that
(almost) the whole number of passengers being on the ship will end their trip and leave
the vessel and an amount of passengers equalling the capacity of the ship is waiting to
embark the ship in order to start their trip. This results in the handling of twice ship’s
passenger capacity.
A mixture of transit and turnaround call does also exist and could be described as partial
turnaround call. Cruise operations of ths quite increasing trend (currently mainly executed
in the Mediterranean) are usually referred to as inter-porting. Thus, not the whole
passenger volume of a ship is disembarking and a new volume is embarking but only a part
of. In average around 400 passengers are expected to disembark and embark at an
itermediate cruise port. The effects of inter-porting will be included in the aspects about
transit calls.
Besides the “physical” processes and procedures one important aspect for all logistic
processes is the existence of a suitable IT-based exchange of data and information
between all relevant stakeholders. This starts with the provision of the as exact as possible
time of arrival, the volume of passengers to be handled (ideally clustered by expected
usage of tour bus, taxi, public transport etc. during a transit call), the amount of luggage
(pieces) to be handled during a turnaround call and a developed schedule for processing
the different ship suppliers and agents. Having these information among others in advance
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enables the terminal operator as well as the periphery to plan and appoint appropriate and
suitable human and technical resources.
The development of lager ships will have a significant impact on the demanded services,
performances and facilities. As the ships are becoming larger the number of expected
passengers per vessel call is increasing as well as the volume of handled supplies and
luggage.

4.1

Vessel-Related Tasks
The tasks summarized by this section are mainly generated by organizational and physical
necessary issues during vessel’s stay within a port triggered, arranged and executed by the
cruise ship (crew).
First of all there are processes dealing with the management of passengers. Passengers,
the main source of revenues for cruise lines, are normally leaving and entering the vessel
because,
a) They use the stay in a port as a chance to execute a (day) trip in the close hinterland of
the port,
b) They end their cruise trip in the certain port and want to reach the next suitable
transport mode to return home or
c) They start their cruise trip in the specific port.
As described before, a transit demands other logistics and services as a turnaround-stay.
Thus, the change of passengers (and probably of crew members) mainly occurs during
turnaround-stays.
The exchange of information and data in advance to arrival is the most important issue to
be considered to design the processes and procedures as smooth as possible – for the
cruise line, the terminal and of course the passengers. Before berthing vessel’s management has to prepare the handling of the mobility demand of the passengers if the stay in a
port is a transit. In case of a turnaround the focus lies definitely on the management of the
passenger exchange – meaning 2,000 to 3,000 passengers per direction. It has to be considered that the change of (the total) crew could also stands for 1,000 to 2,000 additional
individuals to be handled.
Besides the management of passengers the vessel management also has to arrange or to
take care respectively about the supply of food and non-food items as well as bunker of
fuel and fresh water. Further administrative procedures include the customs clearance
and occasional checks by local health and veterinary authorities. Other technical mandatory checks as for example engine and fouling inspection by international classification societies do also have to be supported and facilitated.
The execution of certain events during a stay in a port does also generate additional requirements to supply and organization. If by this or other circumstances additional securi-
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ty measures have to be necessary or to be provided by a third service provider information
have to be exchanged with all relevant parties.
A choice of basic tasks managed by the cruise line or cruise ship crew is as follows:
-

Ordering of pilotage, towage and mooring services

-

Preparation of disembarkation and embarkation of passengers (and crew)

-

Ordering and supervision of outboard bunkering

-

Facilitate customs clearance

-

Enable specification procedures executed by classification societies

-

Enable health an veterinary checks executed by local authorities

In general all services to be provided during a stay in the port are time critical. They have to
be executed as soon as possible or have to fit into the sequenced planning very precisely
respectively. All procedures that have an impact on the land-based resources have to be
communicated to the terminal. The information of other service providers could be done
by the cruise line directly or could be handled by the terminal. That depends on the contractual agreement of both. The number of passengers to be handled has an impact on the
number of check-in facilities and personnel to be provided during a stay in the port. Also
the volume of goods of supply to be handled influences the demand of resources as the
terminal provides for example fork lifts and/or cranes (and educated personnel) for the
handling of goods. It has also to be clear what kind and amount of goods will be delivered
before the arrival of the cruise ship because in this case sufficient suitable storage capacity
has to be made available.

4.2

Terminal-Related Tasks
As the on-board experience for the passenger has been developed more and more over
the years by the cruise lines this also leads to an increase regarding expectations to be processed on-shore or during the stay in a port respectively. If the passengers do not distinguish whether they are still under the service of the vessel or the port/terminal operator is
the best way to meet these expectations. This can be reached by a well preplanning and
alignment of processes and their interfaces.
Referring to current market analysis terminals have to be able to handle passenger volumes upwards of 3,000 people transferring onto buses, taxis, cars and other individual
mobility modes in parallel and without major congestions on terminal´s premises and inappropriate delays perceived by the passengers. One measure to meet these expectations
is a wide segmentation of accessible possible transport modes and attractions.
The following figure shows the terminal-related tasks (and also the cruise vessel-related)
which are most relevant during berthing as part of a process flow chart. The individual
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tasks are described in the following section and the whole flow chart is attached as annex 2.
Figure 31: Main Tasks during Stay in Port

Source: UNICONSULT 2014

Tasks considering passengers and crew
The hosting of passengers covers all basic services to be expected by the passengers during their stay on terminal´s premises. The service portfolio contains among others:
-

Providing waiting lounge facilities (including related services)

-

Providing luggage office

-

Facilitate access to mobility/transportation

As passengers on a transit call only have to be allocated to ongoing transport modes for
trips and tours the requirements during a turnover call are more complex. For this situation it has to be regarded that the passengers intending to embark the incoming vessel are
arriving at the terminal over a certain period of time and not all at once. Thus, facilities to
be used during waiting for embarkation have to be provided. These are called lounge facilities. People have to have the possibility to sit down and rest in an air-conditioned area
while waiting for embarkation. During this time passengers have to be supplied with information about the progress of the embarkation process, suitable catering (cafeteria, res-
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taurant etc.) and probably some small entertainment, easy internet access and rest rooms
facilities. Especially for transit tourists the availability of easy access to event tickets (theatre, cinema, museum etc.) as well as to flight tickets (e.g. by an on-terminal travel agency)
are services highly requested by cruise lines. These additional services support the intended maximized convenience of the passenger and do generate additional possibilities to
generate revenues for the terminal by renting space to travel agencies and rental car services for example. Dedicated areas for disembarkation/embarkation of crew members (especially at turnaround ports has to be considered due to specific check-in procedures for
staff.
The provision of shopping facilities for crew members as well as possibilities for easy internet or telephone access is also important. As large cruise ships have more than 1,000 crew
members who have in general only restricted or no possibilities for external communication onboard the demand for such services does desperately exist. The shop should focus
on items of daily use or basic supply respectively. The provision of a restaurant or a bar
broadens the offer of (terminal) services for crew members and does enforce to lead them
to using terminal facilities which again leads to increase of opportunities generating additional revenues for the terminal. These services enable crew members to take care of private issues in a comfortable way customized to their limited spare time windows. It supports the aspects of social sustainable cruise vessel operations.
During disembarkation and embarkation the handling of luggage is an essential service to
be provided by the terminal. This service includes the luggage office for embarking and the
luggage claim for disembarking passengers. The check-in sometimes include pre- or priority-check-in. All these requirements which have been agreed on in advance with the cruise
line generate additional need of personnel and equipment. Especially for disembarkation
room and time for customs control has to be considered. The related physical process in
general is shown in the figure below. The prepared luggage is moved from the ship onto
the apron by crane (or conveyor belt). The transport from the apron to the customs control
zone is executed by forklifts (or conveyor belt). After luggage has been checked it is provided to the passengers by a luggage claim (area or conveyor belt). It is important that the
luggage handling is executed (mostly) covered – meaning sheltered from weather. Although the conveyor belt system is not been rated as necessary by the leading shipping it is
mentioned for the sake of completeness in this report.
Figure 32: Main Steps of Luggage Debarking

Source: UNCONSULT 2014
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In order to enable these procedures at least the so-called base ports (used for turnaround
calls) have to provide buildings for hosting passengers on the quay side along the berth at
which the cruise vessels are scheduled to berth. This provides short ways for the passengers. But during the planning of those buildings it has always to be considered that enough
space between quay wall and building (appropriate dimensioned apron) remains. An apron
with a depth of around 19 – 22 meters has become quite common over the years. Instead
of building new facilities it has been executed quite often worldwide that existing warehouses have been converted into suitable passenger handling buildings.
The access to onward transportation is another important service the terminal has to ensure. The crucial aspect is that the passengers, intending to travel onward in order to participate a sightseeing tour, executing an individual local trip or similar, find an infrastructure that enables this without major congestions or delays. The international benchmark
for terminals handling mega cruise ships is the provision of space/apron that can handle at
least twenty buses, twenty taxis and twenty individual cars in parallel. This means an area
in the vicinity of the berth being able to handle sixty vehicles in parallel and assuming that
especially the flow of taxis will last over a certain period of time and by this the total number of handled taxis will exceed twenty distinctly.
It mainly depends on the distance to travel from the hometown of the passenger or a crew
member to the port location where embarkation will take place and what kind of transport
mode or vehicle will be used. Some passengers may arrive directly by bus at the terminal
and other will use their private car. Especially for the private cars left behind while its
owner is on cruise a suitable parking space/service has to be offered. Only ports at offshore locations (islands) in general do not need comprehensive parking space as they are
totally dependent on the availability of aviation services and flight connections respectively.
Tasks considering supply and basic equipment
Besides the support of passenger and crew members there are several procedures dealing
with the supply of the ship in order to enable the cruise line to perform its services and
business respectively. In this report also some basic equipment (mainly berth and gangway
facilities) to be provided to the ship are mentioned.
The berth is the “parking space” for the vessel. During the whole stay in the port the ship
remains at this location. The terminal has to provide sufficient water depth at the quay
wall, suitable and enough bollards as well as appropriate fenders to protect the vessel
from scratching at the quay wall. Technical parameters of these facilities are depending on
the correlating technical parameters of the cruise vessels to be expected at the terminal. A
recommended water depth at state-of-the-art berths is around 9.5 to 10.0 meters constantly in order to facilitate berthing of current mega cruise ships (Oasis class with a max.
draft of 9.30 meters). Services needed by the ship to approach the berth and to be moored
are explained in section “Nautical services”.
The provision of gangways is a common and essential service provided by the terminals.
The gangway is needed to enable the passengers and crew members to embark or disem-
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bark fast, comfortable and safe. A variety of possible types of gangways is shown in the
figure below. The amount of gangways provided per vessel call depends on the number of
passengers to be handled, the size of the ship and the number of docking sites or side
bulkheads (exits) of the vessel. It is important that sufficient gangways are available and
that they are linked to the ship directly after mooring has been completed. Shipping lines
operating mega cruise liners expect two to three gangways to be provided in parallel per
stay in the port.
Figure 33: Examples of Provision of Gangway

Source: www.passengerboardingsystems.com, www.beyondships.com

Stays in the port are also used by the cruise lines to supply the vessel with all necessary
items and commodities. Not every port could provide all items and all commodities needed. For the rough documentation of the relevant processes the supply of the ship has been
divided in food and non-food supply as they are differing regarding their requirements. The
food supply has to be facilitated because it is essential for the catering of the passengers
(and the crew). The items and goods to be delivered have been ordered directly by the ship
management. In general the goods are physically brought to the terminal by specialized
companies. The terminal has to provide mainly parking space for the delivery trucks and
probably storage capacity for those goods that are suitable to be stored in containers
and/or warehouses in advance to ship’s arrival. Cruise lines operating mega cruise vessels
recommend to consider an area for storage to be able to cover twenty 20’-containers in
parallel. The possibility to store certain supplies before ship’s arrival reduces the traffic
density on the terminal and adjacent land-side infrastructure during vessel’s stay distinctly.
But the storage of food items could become very complex. Thus, the storage of perishable
food is executed only to a small extent in general.
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Figure 34: Main Steps of Delivery of Goods

Source: UNICONSULT 2014

The storage of non-food (e.g. spare parts and consumables) is quite easier. If goods only
have to be stored sheltered from weather and protected against theft this can be arranged
with appropriate efforts. The terminal should also be able to provide crane capacity to lift
the supply goods onto the ship. A few ships do also have own onboard crane capacity.
Thus, the terminal should be able to provide crane capacity for regular supply operations
(SWL 2 – 3 tons) and to order special crane capacity (e.g. for moving heavy spare parts) on
short notice. An outboard supply especially for non-food goods could be a technical feasible alternative to land-based delivery and would also reduce land-side traffic density and
emissions per supplied item.
A cruise terminal has to provide a high volume fresh water supply facility in order to enable the cruise ship to fill up its water tanks. As water could be supplied through water pipes
(connected to the public supply network) that could be integrated into the quay wall construction, land-based water supply is recommended. Water supply can be executed during
the whole stay of the ship. Special water meter enable an exact measuring of the delivered
volume of water.
Power supply during stay in the port is an ongoing discussed issue considering whether the
ships should produce energy by their onboard generators, be supplied by land-based generated electricity or by outboard generated (floating generators) power. From the ecological point of view a LNG fueled floating power generator is a very interesting alternative to
the onboard generators. Due to its maneuverability it could also be used at other locations
within the port during periods without a moored cruise vessel. From the economic side the
land-based power generation is an additional source of revenues for the terminal operator.
Currently cruise lines do expect land-based energy supply facilities at state-of-the-art terminals. Currently also the discussion about provision of LNG supply has started. In order to
support the technical development from the use of petrol engines (especially for power
generation) to LNG-powered generators the existence of a reliable and high-performance
network could speed-up this process.
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Facilities for waste disposal have to be provided. This includes short-term storage of
“household refuse” coming from the ship to be picked up by specialized waste management service provider. Analysis of cruise lines generated a figure of around 1 – 2 kg waste
per passenger being produced daily. The disposal of hazardous waste could be also an issue to the terminal management.
Others
The provision of parking space for passengers’ cars is a service that is space intensive. If
not sufficient space on terminal’s premises is available this service has to be moved to the
periphery and the “off-dock” parking space has to be connected via an appropriate (bus)
shuttle service. Off-dock parking would support reduction of traffic density within the often narrow space conditions.
A special situation occurs, when a port location provides more than one terminal facility.
An “inter-terminal” communication especially to coordinate supply of vessels and common
usage of (transport and storage) resources is rarely established in general. But to generate
synergies transparency of the processes has to be created. This would lead to economic
advantages as costs could be covered by several users. Ecological advantages occur as the
utilization of equipment would be increased and therefore the energy consumption “per
item/per tonnage/per sqm” or others would be decreased.

4.3

Requirements on Periphery
As the terminal is the interface to the vessel-related procedures on the one side it is also
linked to port’s hinterland or better periphery which covers the city close to the port location with its available infrastructure, transport modes and favorite tourist attractions. The
consideration of periphery is important as the expectations of passengers and cruise lines
do not end at the terminal gate. For example some Caribbean islands – the leading cruise
market worldwide– are said to be reaching their cruising capacity not so much in terms of
berthing space but in the ability of local tour infrastructure to accommodate the increase
in short-term pressures that accompany a call by a cruise vessel.
As the number of handled passengers per vessel call is increasing due to larger vessels,
more local transport, (sightseeing) tours, activities and attractions have to be developed
and provided in order to support port destination´s appeal. The different possibilities of
mobility or transport respectively are clustered in two groups. One of them is “public
transportation” covering the access to all mass transport modes that stop frequently and
according to a certain time table at or close to the cruise terminal. The second group covers the “individual transport services” which are mainly all kinds of mobility by which the
destination could be decided individually by the user/driver/passenger. The relevant
transport modes to be provided in general are as follows:
Public Transportation
-

Commuter trains
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-

Bus services

-

Ferry services

-

Regular stopover of sightseeing tours

-

Appropriate connection to next central station & airport

Individual Transport Services
-

Taxi

-

Private cars

-

Car rental

-

Car sharing

-

Bike rental

The range of expectations and requirements of cruise passengers is getting broader steadily. The (current/new) generation of cruise tourists does not only demand the luxury segment but also wants to use vehicle that support physical exercises. The awareness for environmental issues, the need for individual, non-guided sightseeing tours and the will for activity is characterizing the change in mobility opportunities.
As well as the information of the cruise line towards the terminal to enable an appropriate
resources planning and provision, also a forecast of expected demand for mobility towards
the public transport providers could help to satisfy passengers’ expectations efficiently. As
described in the previous section there are of course market-related benchmarks of expected demand of transport modes per vessel call but a higher quality of information
would optimize the provision of mobility opportunities.
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Figure 35: Examples of Sustainable Mobility

Source: www.ecofriend.com, www.deutschebahn.de

Passengers need on site information about their current location in general and its activity
and sightseeing offer in particular. Thus, the provision of information with the appropriate
content and in a suitable form of presentation is required. This demand can be covered by
several ways which are among others:
-

Set-up of an information desk/booth

-

Display of brochures and booklets

-

Provision of well signposting

-

Establishment of a “Port App” (e.g. for mobile phones)

All this examples enable the passenger to get the information needed to decide quickly
and access the chosen aim easily.
The use of hotels within the close hinterland of the cruise port for example will depend
upon such variables as the timing of the arrival at the for example relevant airport, the timing of the sailing/departure of the cruise vessel and the chosen/available vacation packages.
As the value of embarking or disembarking passenger is in general higher than a transit
passenger the already mentioned trend of inter-porting could bring additional economic
benefit to a local region and encourages the development of regional infrastructure and
networks. And although inter-port calls are more demanding than pure transits, they require less investment compared with the requirements on a turnaround port. Also smaller
ports that cannot act as a turnaround port due to their infrastructural possibilities could
generate additional revenues by acting as an inter-port.
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Due to this variety of imposed requirements on cruise terminal’s hinterland it is recommended to involve hinterland’s relevant authorities and/or departments as well as local
companies in the terminal design and/or (further) development process in order to cover
most of the relevant aspect from beginning on.

4.4

Nautical Services
In addition to providing suitable facilities and services a port also has to ensure that a
cruise ship can safely navigate to and from the scheduled berth/terminal. An average suitable berth should be reached via at least 12 meters deep and 122 meters wide navigation
channel and an eleven meters deep and 460 meters (in diameter) turning basin. The air
draft in the whole port should not be lower than 65 meters (measures consider the handling of mega cruise ships).
The services covered by this section are as follows:
-

Pilotage

-

Towage

-

Mooring Services

-

Traffic Control

The pilotage is mainly a mandatory service that has to be used by the cruise line. Pilots are
getting on the vessel when it is operating on narrow port marine infrastructure. Depending
on port’s regulations and the location of the port sometimes different pilots for different
sections during the approach to the port are involved. The operation of pilots is depending
on very well information about ETA. During leaving the port of course also pilotage is
needed. Thus, information of estimated time of sailing has to be reported to pilot office.
There is in general no competition considering pilotage at port location. By this the cruise
lines do not have the choice between different services.
The following figure shows the main tasks relevant during approaching the port until berthing. These tasks are also valid for the departure of the ship.
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Figure 36: Main Tasks during Approach of Port

Source: UNICONSULT 2014

The competitive situation could be different regarding towage services. The regulations of
how to get towage services and to what extent are diverse. But towage services could be
offered by different companies at the same location. The competition is reduced to a couple of companies (in general up to three maximum) at one port location. It is assumed that
these companies can design their services more efficient (and by this probably to a lower
rate) if information about arrival and departure are provided reliable. If the choice of towage companies in the future would additionally depend among other issues on the carbon
footprint of the towage company, the environmental aspect of cruise industry would be
supported.
The mooring services are sometimes provided by the terminal itself and sometimes by
third party service providers. Depending on the port location there is more or less competition for this kind of service. An adjustment of the procurement process of mooring services
could be executed as already mentioned for towage.
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The term “traffic control” is mentioned in order to provide all major relevant aspects considering the approach and the departure of a cruise ship. The traffic control service is provided by the port authority and cannot be procured from another service provider. It is a
mandatory service. In order to optimize processes it has to be checked if the prioritization
of cruise ships would be a measure that is practical. This would include, that all other vessels have a lower priority considering berthing or departure. Assuming that cruise ships always have the highest priority (especially during congestion situation) supports the reliability of the planning of all other process and of the depend procedures which again may reduce production costs.

4.5

Interim Conclusions
The overall aim of a successful cruise business is to bring/keep the provision of passenger’s
convenience in line with industry’s efficiency and sustainability. The expectations of the
passengers – often generated by the promises made by the cruise lines during the sales
process – have to be met and at the same time costs have to be managed and an appropriate margin has to be generated by all involved stakeholders in order to provide services
with a reliable quality on the long-term. The five main aspects supporting the optimization
of cruise business processes elaborated during the analysis at hand are:
-

Provision of comprehensive information beforehand between the relevant stakeholders,

-

Common or shared utilization of resources like personnel, equipment and facilities,

-

Use and supply of green fuel and power supply like e.g. LNG,

-

Involvement of all relevant stakeholders for development, improvement and review
phases and

-

Provision of sustainable mobility opportunities like e.g. bikes or e-bikes respectively

The following figure shows a scheme of these five aspects. The improvement of the efficiency of the relevant processes and procedures – mainly supported by the increase of
quality, reliability and timeliness of beforehand information – leads to a more efficient operation of resources and by this to reduction of (production) costs. E.g. Cruise Terminal Supervisor Gloria Tompkins at the Jacksonville Cruise Terminal, USA has stated that the first
thing she is doing in the morning when she starts her job around 5 a.m. is looking at the
quay side checking if all ships are there (or has been departure) as schedule.
The more efficient utilization of resources (personnel and equipment/facilities) also leads
to more sustainable operations in total, as the consumption of fuel/power just occurs for
productive reasons and equipment is lasting longer. This can only be generated by a suitable IT-solution that covers most of the messages to be sent by automatic triggered procedures.
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Figure 37: Major Aspects Leading to Optimization

Source: UNICONSULT 2014

Synergies for cruise lines are generated by the common use of resources in the port. This
includes mainly the joint utilization of storage capacity and probably even the use of the
same stock of inventory. This reduces the storage capacity that has to be available at the
terminal. It is assumed that this leads to an increased work load of the storage capacity itself and less vacant space. The same is assumed being valid for all other kind of facilities
and equipment. The mentioned outboard operations especially for supply of food and nonfood items could be one configuration of the common utilization of transport vehicles or
storage facilities respectively if such a “supply barge” is used by different cruise lines.
The use of “green fuel” or “green generated” power would support the strengthening of
the intended environmental friendly image of the cruise industry – including all stakeholders like shipping lines, terminal operators, service providers and authorities. This is already
practiced for example at the Port of Hamburg as a floating barge delivered beginning of
October 2014 is supposed to serve as an LNG powered electricity generator to supply AIDA
cruise ships with electric power during their stay at in the port. This measure is covering
two aspects (green power supply & outboard operations) being assessed as promoting the
ecological idea.
Another aspect is the involvement of all relevant stakeholders during different phases like
development and design of (new) terminals, business process adjustments and improvements, promotion of port location as well as concept design for an integrated hosting of
passengers. A very close cooperation of all partners is a vital aspect in order to generate
real unique selling propositions. The joint development of concepts leads (automatically)
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to optimized and aligned processes and a process transparency enabling every stakeholder
to an optimal resource planning. The involvement of stakeholders does also include the
cooperation of different cruise terminals at the same port location to a certain extent.
The provision of “green mobility” opportunities is extending the ecological aspects of
cruise shipping by integrating the transportation modes for one-day-trips for passengers
during ship’s stay in the port. This aspects counts more for transit port location as the passengers are leaving the ships for having a land-based tour than for turnaround ports. The
variety of opportunities has been mentioned in the section “Requirements on periphery”.
At least providing a suitable link to public transportation is an expression of supporting
ecological (hinterland) transport solution.

5

Identification of investment needs in sustainable
cruise port infrastructure and superstructure
This chapter aims at the identification of investment needs in sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure from the perspective of project relevant cruise ports in the
Baltic Sea region and the neighbouring North Sea region, whereby the focus of the investigation lies on the Baltic Sea region.

5.1

Methodology
The chapter is divided into three work tasks. First of all, as basis of the investigation,
"Green Features" of the cruise port infrastructure and superstructure have to be identified
and considered regarding their availability in cruise ports. This work task is carried out under the title “Description of existing cruise port infrastructure” and is mainly based on
desk research, which comprises e.g. the databases of Cruise Baltic, Cruise Europe or the Atlantic Alliance as well as the information of the ports on their websites.
Beside the evaluation of existing data regarding the determination of sustainable cruise
port infrastructure and superstructure, additional information is gathered by a survey of
the relevant cruise ports. For this purpose a two-page questionnaire was developed and
pre-tested by branch and port experts (see annex 3). The content of the questionnaire
considers following aspects:
•

Identification of existing and planned sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure at the ports,

•

Identification of missing (desirable) or not yet evaluated investments in cruise port
infrastructure and superstructure,

•

Planned or expected investment volumes, time horizons and sources of finance,

•

Plans of the ports to adapt to the new requirements set by SECA/NECA regulations.
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The questionnaire was sent to all six partner ports of the Seed Money project (Hamburg,
Rostock, Tallinn, Riga, Klaipeda and Kaliningrad) at the end of September 2014. In addition,
the questionnaire was forwarded to further 14 potential partner ports (Stockholm, Oslo,
Helsinki, St. Petersburg, Copenhagen, Gdansk, Gdynia, Gothenburg, Kristiansand, Visby,
Aarhus, Rønne/Bornholm, Sassnitz, Kiel). The selection of the cruise ports is based on the
segmentation of the cruise ports by Cruise Baltic (see annex 4) and represents mainly the
X-large, Large and Medium-sized cruise ports. Thus, the sample consists of 20 ports, from
those 13 replied to the questionnaire (response rate: 65%). The results are described in
chapter 5.3 and partly already above in chapter 3.3.
The third work task “visit and description of a benchmark cruise port” is important for
supplementing the findings from the two previous work steps by describing the situation in
a very advanced cruise port regarding sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure and using it as benchmark for the other ports. Lacks in the development of sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure can be identified as a main result.
Three ports (Copenhagen, Stockholm, Oslo) were contacted to visit their sites. The visits
should additionally serve to convince the ports of a future project partnership in the main
project GREEN CRUISE PORT. However, only Copenhagen complied with the request of a
site visit, so a visit took place on 3rd November 2014. Lessons learned are presented in
chapter 5.4.

5.2

Description of existing sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure
This sub-chapter deals with a review of existing data on sustainable cruise port supra- and
infrastructure. Firstly, this requires a brief discussion of the specific terms.
The ports are connected to the sea and onshore transport networks by the port infrastructure. The port companies utilize the port infrastructure for their operational purposes and
connect their own equipment with the port infrastructure. It has to be differentiated between public and special (terminal-related) infrastructure (see figure below). The counter
term of “infrastructure” is the term “superstructure”. The superstructure includes all facilities that are required for transport, handling and storage, as well as procurement and processing procedures in a transport facility, like a seaport. Investments in infrastructure are
of general public interest and therefore financed by the state. The superstructure is on the
other hand paid by the private sector respectively the operators.43 The following figure lists
some elements of each category to clarify the understanding.

43

Cf. Jahn, C. (2003): Hafeninfrastruktur, http://www.forschungsinformationssystem.de/servlet/is/57291/
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Table 11: Elements of port infrastructure and superstructure
Port infrastructure

Port suprastructure

Public port infrastructure

Special terminal-related port
infrastructure

Construction and maintenance of all elements of the
transport system within the port as well as in the
links to the national and international transport
network which are usable by the public:
•
rail network,
•
railway facilities and access to the rail
•
roads and other traffic areas
•
Provision of access to the roads and to the
supply and disposal facilities for the port
companies.
•
safety, flood protection and environmental
protection measures incl. dredging and handling of dredged material
•
harbor basin,
•
locks/floodgates
•
moles

Supply of adequate construction-sites:
•
providing the required
altitude of the area and
quay walls

Source:

•
•
•
•

surface fixings,
building constructions,
private roads,
supply and disposal facilities on the private properties as well as all operating devices.

UNICONSULT based on Jahn, C. (2003): Hafeninfrastruktur,
http://www.forschungsinformationssystem.de/servlet/is/57291/

From perspective of sustainability, especially from the view of environmental protection,
the supply and disposal facilities in cruise ports play an important role. Unfortunately, they
are in an ambiguous position and cannot always be assigned clearly to one category, port
infrastructure or superstructure. That is the reason why the following examination differentiates between three categories: infrastructure, supply and disposal facilities and superstructure at cruise ports.
Based on this rough theoretical framework the existing compact and summarized data
about cruise port facilities, provided by cruise-related project initiatives or organizations
like Cruise Baltic, Cruise Europe or the Atlantic Alliance, are analyzed in the following. A
comparative overview of relevant, collected criteria or data, published by previous mentioned sources, can be found in annex 5. Concentrating on the criteria which could be assigned to the categories infrastructure, supply and disposal facilities and superstructure as
well as deleting criteria with the identical meaning result in a reduced table of criteria (see
figure below).
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Table 12: Overview of relevant, published criteria concerning cruise port facilities
Suprastructure
Access for disabled and elderly people
Facilities for handicaps: ramps, toilettes
Crew designated center
Crew designated center available at the port

Supply and disposal facilities
Bilge and Sludge disposal facilities
Bilge and Sludge disposal facilities
Bunkering Facilities
Bunkers available

Cruise Terminal
Cruise terminal or tent facilities w/ checkin, luggage
and waiting areas)
Indoor Operational Area (Luggage handling)
Indoor Operational Area (Waiting area)

Fresh water supply

Luggage Handling
Medical care
First aid equipment available
Nearest pharmacy
Passenger supply
ATM cash machines
Currency Exchange
Mailbox
Restaurants and cafés
Shopping possibilities at the port area
Telephones/telephone cards

Internet Access
Internet Access
Solid waste disposal
Solid waste disposal
Toxic waste disposal
Toxic waste disposal

Passenger walkways
Boarding Facilities (Passenger Boarding Bridge (PBB))
Shore gangways available on request
type of access to the pier (loating pontoon or stairs)
Restrooms/ toilettes
Restrooms available
Tourist Information
(Fixed sign/map at the port with derections between
port and city)
Tourist Information Center
Tourism information available at the port

Source:

Fresh water available
Grey Water Disposal
Grey Water Disposal

Infrastructure
Airline check-in at the port
Airline check-in at the port (desirable)
lighting
Clear and well signaled entrance/ exit to/from
the pier
Parking space for busses
Separate Coach Bays
Parking space for private vehicles
Designated and marked parking spaces for
vehicles
Parking space for private vehicles
Public Transport facilities
Transfer and methods of payment
Quay/ berth dimensions
Berth No.
Depth of pier (in meters)
Fenders available (type)
Good functional fenders
Length of pier (in meters)
Max. Air Draught
Type of berth (passenger, cargo, bulk traffic)
Space, facilities to handle ship's stores and
provision
Necessary space, facilities and labor to
handling ship's stores and provision
Subway/metro station
Public Transport (Subway)
Taxi stand
Taxi stand and general price guidance
information
Train station
Public Transport (Train)
Tram station
Public Transport (Tram)

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Cruise Baltic, Cruise Europe and Atlantic Alliance

The table provides an overview about major infrastructural aspects in cruise ports (structured in sub-categories) but shows also that sustainability aspects do not play such an important role as expected, e.g. in the marketing of cruise ports.
In respect of the blue marked criteria the database "Port Service Standards" of Cruise Baltic
contains actual information of about 89 piers/quays in 27 cruise ports44 around the Baltic
Sea. Parts of it form the basis for the subsequent graphical evaluation.
Considering the following figure regarding existing elements of cruise port infrastructure
at the ports, it shows that over 80 % of all analysed piers have clear and well signalled entrance/exit to/from the pier as well as the necessary space, facilities and labour to handle
ship’s stores and provisions. These features increase safety and allow faster and smoother
operational processing of cruise ships, which even improve the economic efficiency.

44

Aalborg, Aarhus, Arendal, Copenhagen, Elsinore, Gdansk, Gdynia, Gotheburg, Helsinki, Helsingborg, Kalmar, Karlskrona,
Kemi, Klaipeda, Kotka, Kristiansand, Malmö, Mariehamn, Oslo, Rostock, Rønne, Saaremaa, Sassnitz, Stockholm, Tallinn,
Turku, Visby
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Figure 38: Cruise port infrastructure in the Baltic Sea region

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Cruise Baltic (2014) Port Service Standards

Over 60 % of the piers offer a taxi stand and general price guidance information for the
cruise passengers, which improves the individual mobility and information transparency
for cruise passengers as single aspects of sustainability.
Designated and marked parking spaces for vehicles as well as parking space for private vehicles can be found in over half of the piers. Parking spaces for private vehicles are of high
relevance for turnaround ports but not for transit ports which could be a reason for their
absence in a few of them. The lack of presenting public transport options seems to indicate
that they are not as much developed in cruise ports as desired. This generates the assumption that the individual motorized transport still dominates the arrival and departure of
cruise passengers at the turnaround ports, what not really fosters sustainability aspects.
The airline check-in is actually only of interest to turnaround ports. Thus it is not really surprising that it is not available in nearly 70% of all piers. But in circa 20 % of the piers it is in
progress or there is the intention to improve it. This figure reflects a high interest of the
cruise ports in the development of this feature, which can reduce waiting times of cruise
passengers at the airports and could create a higher effectiveness for example in luggage
handling.
In respect to the supply and disposal facilities at the cruise ports it can be noted that fresh
water and bunkers are at over 90 % of the piers available and the vast majority of the piers
offers solid waste disposal, toxic waste disposal, bilge and sludge disposal as well as grey
and black water disposal facilities. Cruise ports see especially in the grey and black water
disposal as well as in the toxic waste disposal a need for improvement.
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Figure 39: Cruise port supply and disposal facilities in the Baltic Sea region

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Cruise Baltic (2014) Port Service Standards

Some interesting findings arise by considering the offered superstructure of cruise ports in
the next figure. Although a tourist information exists in almost every port and in over half
of the piers, a fixed sign/map at the port with directions between port and city and/or restrooms are not even in half of the piers available. The same applies to shore gangways.
Surprisingly, only just over half of the piers provide facilities for handicapped people (e.g.
ramps or toilettes). First aid equipment is not available on every pier. Only one third of the
piers operate cruise terminal or tent facilities and a cruise designated center can be
reached from only half of the piers. In general, the information supply for cruise passengers is much better than the facilities for passengers’ physical needs on the piers.
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Figure 40: Cruise port superstructure in the Baltic Sea region

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Cruise Baltic (2014) Port Service Standards

In conclusion, the following findings can be roughly summarized:

5.3

•

Aspects of sustainability play so far no significant role in the representation of the
cruise port facilities.

•

Comparing the three categories: infrastructure, supply and disposal facilities and
superstructure of cruise ports it can be noted that the supply and disposal facilities
are quite well developed – not taking into consideration new developments like
onshore power supply, power barges or LNG supply facilities.

•

Sustainable development needs exist in relation to the physical supply facilities for
cruise passengers and crewmembers in the field of superstructure. The responsibility for establishing and maintaining these facilities lies primarily within the hands
of the operating companies.

•

Regarding the cruise port infrastructure a stronger link between the cruise piers
and the public transport facilities should to be fostered in order to meet the more
diversified individual transport demands of cruise passengers in the future. Due to
the fact that a lot of cruise passengers use private vehicles for the travel to/from
the turnaround port, parking spaces and sustainable parking concepts will also be
highly relevant in the future. An airport check-in already at the cruise port seems
to be of high interest, especially for turnaround ports.

Results of the cruise port survey
This chapter presents the main results of the cruise port survey. The used questionnaire
was created partly on the basis of the Port Service Standards of Cruise Baltic and specified
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regarding sustainability aspects by discussions with cruise port experts and research work
on port websites. In addition, the respondents had the opportunity to introduce unconsidered aspects with free-response options (see Annex 3)
The following figures show the summarized results concerning the question "Which investments exist or are planned in your port to improve sustainability in cruise port infrastructure or superstructure?" The respondents could tick the relevant boxes or could even
indicate additional own aspects/ideas. For interpreting these figures, it is of importance to
be aware that only 13 out of 20 contacted ports replied to the questionnaire. Some of
them selected multiple answers from the perspective of several cruise piers in one port. In
only a very few cases answers were missed, which is reflected by the number of less than
13 answers.
With regard to the infrastructure it can be stated that the already above, in chapter 5.2,
identified standards/facilities (parking space for private vehicles or busses; space and facilities for ship’s stores and provision; taxi stand) are available at nearly every port. The figure
below shows, that ticket selling stations for public transport, bicycle rental stations and the
airline check-in at the port are of most interest to respectively very desirable for cruise
ports. Regarding investments like tunnels for vehicle traffic, tram/ metro or train stations,
which cause enormous costs, the ports are uncertain about the relevance of the investment in respect to the sustainability at their ports and for this reason, they are very careful
to express a respective desire.
Figure 41: Sustainable cruise port infrastructure – survey results

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

The consideration of supply and disposal facilities (see figure below) confirms broadly the
existence of common basic standards at the interviewed cruise ports. Thus in nearly all
cruise ports it is possible to bunker fresh water as well as to dispose grey and black water,
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solid waste, bilge and sludge as well as toxic waste. Not all ports offer fixed installations for
these purposes. Often it is even handled by external service providers. Furthermore, an
uncertainty about the relevance of fixed installations, e.g. pipelines for fresh water, fixed
installations for black and grey water, a sewage treatment plant in the harbor or a waste
recycling station (see red bars), can be recognized at the ports. A big desire and investment
need regarding onshore power supply, LNG bunkering facilities and connection to broadband is expressed by the ports. Nevertheless, some ports also expressed some uncertainties about their need with regard to these investments.
Figure 42: Sustainable supply and disposal facilities in cruise ports – survey results

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

In relation to the superstructure it can be seen that the vast majority of the cruise ports offer a cruise terminal, access for disabled and elderly people and a city tourist information
centre. A strong need or interest for designing sustainable building shells and implementing energy saving systems could be identified, e.g. green vegetation roofs, solar panels,
small wind turbines on existing cruise terminal or energy efficient lighting. However, the
number of interested ports is often related to at least the same number of ports, which is
unsure about the relevance and influence of the investment to sustainability.
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Figure 43: Sustainable cruise port superstructure – survey results

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

To the second part of the questionnaire, where specification of planned or desired investments in sustainable cruise port infrastructure or superstructure (time horizon: next
10 years, until 2025) were asked, only four ports replied and this even partially. Three of
them indicated a planned construction of a new cruise terminal or a new terminal building.
Furthermore, three ports of the four stated that they plan investments to onshore power
supply within the next ten years. One port plans the replacement of shuttle boats by a
floating jetty (passenger walkway).
Hardly anyone could determine the concrete implementation period. Sometimes it was
categorized as dependent on political requirements or market developments. Only two examples can be given concerning duration and investment volumes: the construction of a
complete cruise terminal will take three years and has an investment volume of 180 million
Euros and the installation of an onshore power supply (incl. trunk line from grid, transformer, frequency converter) is estimated at about 20 million Euros. The financing of such
investments is often a combination of own, local/regional, national governmental or EU
funding but never a single source only. In some cases (e.g. terminal buildings, onshore
power supply) the financing is not secured yet and ports are hoping for support by EU
funds.
A summary of the results leads to the following conclusions.
•

In all three categories (infrastructure, supply and disposal facilities and superstructure) investment needs in sustainable “green” features can be determined.

•

The results of the survey confirm also some of the above in chapter 5.2 identified
investment needs at the ports (e.g. airline check-in, building cruise terminal or tent
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facilities or passenger gangways) but they show some further themes of interest
like:

•

5.4

o

better connections to public transport (e.g. train/tram/metro stations,
ticket selling stations),

o

fostering opportunities for individual sustainable mobility (e.g. bicycle
rental stations),

o

building onshore power supply, LNG bunkering facilities, a connection to
broadband,

o

installing sustainable building shells and energy saving systems (e.g. green
vegetation roofs, solar panels, small wind turbines on existing cruise terminal or energy efficient lighting).

Especially in relation to investments which cause high costs often exists an uncertainty at the ports about their necessity and their impact on sustainability. At this
point a need for knowledge and experience exchange between the ports is clearly
noticeable, which should be supported and guided by technical, economic and
practical experts.

Lessons learned from the visit of the benchmark port Copenhagen
As already shown in chapter 2.1.1 of this study, Copenhagen had the most calls of cruise
ships, the most cruise passenger visits and the highest number of turnarounds in 2013 in
comparison to all other cruise ports in the Baltic Sea. Due to these facts the port has to
necessarily face the development of sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure. Furthermore, Copenhagen Malmö Port (CMP)’s dedicated new cruise terminal at
Ocean Quay was opened on 2 May 2014.
The port of Copenhagen offers four different locations to accommodate cruise vessels45:
1. Nordre Toldbod (quay 177) approximately 225m of quay with a water depth of 7.4m.
2. Langelinie (quay 190) approximately 710m of quay with a depth of 9,0m – 10,0m.
There is space for two to four ships, depending on their length and draught.
3. Freeport
Orientkaj (quay 252/254) approximately 525m of quay with a water depth of 9.5m.
Levantkaj (quay 266) Approximately 400m of quay with a water depth of 9,5m.
4. Ocean Quay (quay 330/334) approximately 1.100m of quay, with state-of-the-art terminals. The water depth over all is 10,5m.

45

http://www.cmport.com/business/cruise-ships/docking-info
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In the high season 9 ships per day can be handled. While Nordre Toldbod and Langelinie
serve mainly for transit calls, the Freeport and the Ocean Quay are generally used for turnarounds. Thus a clear functional differentiation between the cruise berths is intended and
recognizable.
Figure 44: The 4 different locations in Copenhagen where Cruise vessels can berth

Source:

CMP (2013)

Figure 45: Bird’s perspective of Freeport, Langelinie and Nordre Toldbod

Source:

Cruise Europe (2014) http://www.cruiseeurope.com/port/copenhagen
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Figure 46: Bird’s perspective of Ocean Quay

Source:

Cruise Europe (2014) http://www.cruiseeurope.com/port/copenhagen

All four locations were investigated in more detail by a site visit on the 3rd November
2014. Since the cruise season had terminated, the facilities were not under operation at
this time.
The focus was put on key issues of sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure identified in the chapters above. Main findings and challenges are presented for each
cruise location in the following:

Nordre Toldbod
Figure 47: Nordre Toldbod

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

Nordre Toldbod is the smallest terminal and very close to the city centre. It is mainly used
for transit calls of smaller ships caused by its length (240 meters) and depth (7.4 meters).
For that reason no cruise terminal building or tent facilities for turnarounds are needed.
Neither parking space for private vehicles nor designated and marked parking spaces for
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private vehicles are required. However, restrooms for cruise passengers are available but
facilities for handicapped people would need to be improved.
The majority of cruise passengers at this pier stay for a day-visit in Copenhagen. Only a few
go on bus trips in the near surrounding, e.g. on a castle tour. Just in front of the terminal is
an asphalt surface which offers enough parking space for bus operators. Furthermore,
there exist a taxi stand and general price guidance information. Most passengers walk into
the city. Some of them use the public bus connection nearby (there is a public bus station
in ca. 300 meters distance). The others can use hop on hop off bus services with stations
located very close.
Bunkers, fresh water, solid waste disposal facilities and toxic waste disposal facilities are
available. Bilge and sludge disposal and grey and black water disposal are carried out by
truck services. In relation to the ship size ship operators will find sufficient space, facilities
and labour to handle ship’s stores and provision.

Langelinie
Figure 48: Langelinie

Source:

CMP (2014) http://www.cmport.com/business/cruise-ships/find-your-direction-to-terminals

Langelinie is the main pier for transit calls of cruise vessels. With its length of around 700
meters it hosts “in average” 3 cruise vessels (2 bigger ones and 1 smaller). Similar to Nordre Toldbod - it has no terminal building or tent facilities for cruise ship turnarounds and
only very limited parking space for private vehicles. Bunkers and fresh water are available
as well as solid waste and toxic waste disposal at the pier. Bilge and sludge disposal, grey
and black water disposal are offered by truck service.
A special challenge of Langelinie is its accessibility over a very tight pier/area. On the one
hand requirements caused by the ISPS code and on the other hand limitations by residential buildings (see figure above) lead to a very narrow space for passenger handling. At
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some days 8.000 cruise passengers embark and disembark on this area which means to
coordinate around 20 busses for each ship in the morning and in the evening. Meanwhile
the ship's stores and provision activities have to take place by truck services. That implies
high efforts in logistics and traffic management as well as a high sensibility regarding noise
pollution for residents on this area. It is often a balancing act to mediate between the interests of cruise liners, the cruise port and the local residents. So far, it has been successful.
The individual mobility for cruise passengers is secured by offering taxi services as well as
hop on hop off sightseeing tours with busses at the pier. However, four different tour providers operate their busses there, which leads to a confusion among cruise passengers. In
this regard, a decision of the city in terms of licensing would be required.

Freeport
Figure 49: Freeport

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

The Freeport is the place where in former times the turnarounds of cruise ships were
mainly handled. From the opening of the new Ocean Quay on May 2 this year, the Freeport
will be only used for turnarounds in the medium term (next 2-3 years). In 2018/2019 the
Freeport will be connected to the public transport system by a metro station. The station is
being constructed and the dredged material is used as sediment for filling the Ocean Quay.
In addition, some areas of the Freeport will be used in the future for residential and commercial buildings. Thus, the future design of the area will undergo a significant change.
Anyhow, on the one site of the quay an old warehouse was converted to a terminal building, which provides enough waiting areas for cruise passenger check-in and sufficient space
for luggage handling. In summer time on the opposite site of the quay a tent construction
of 2800 square meters facilitates a smooth cruise passenger exchange for a second ship.
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Ocean Quay
Figure 50: Ocean Quay

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

The majority of turnarounds are handled at the Ocean Quay which has a length of approximately 1,100 meters. The quay has three identical, state-of-the-art terminal buildings.
Each building has an area of about 3000 square meters, including restrooms for passengers, check-in and luggage handling facilities, X-ray as well as rooms for the crew with free
Wi-Fi access. Each terminal building offers parking space for 35 busses, parking space for
taxis as well as a lane for Park & Ride services and Limousine Parking. The roofs of the terminal buildings are grassed. These green vegetation roofs should have the advantage to
cool in summer time and to isolate against coldness in winter time. Originally a solar panel
roof was planned but at the end the installation was too expensive. Rainwater is reused to
drain the pipes. In addition, there are pipelines for fresh water supply and fixed installation
for receiving black and grey water from cruise vessels. With the upcoming scrubber technology on cruise ships the scrubber-sludge disposal will be organized by truck service. Out
of the season two terminal buildings are used as exhibition halls or event locations.
Unfortunately, the Ocean Quay will not be connected to the Copenhagen’s metro network.
The extension to the newly built metro station at Freeport, which is only in a 2 kilometres
distance, was too expensive compared to the seasonality of the cruise business. Thus the
terminal operator (CMP) organizes shuttle services for cruise passengers to the city. The
connection of the terminal to the city with only a two-lane road is a critical aspect in case
of passenger flows of 10,000 people in the morning and in the evening travelling by bus
and by car. Some practitioners would have preferred a separate lane for the supply and
disposal traffic to the terminals. Another very sustainable approach is a two-lane bicycle
way to the cruise terminals.
In addition to facilities for passenger handling also facilities for the ship crews are required.
At Ocean Quay the operator CMP offers some containers for the crew where they can buy
souvenirs. Moreover, there was a consensus that the port should offer additional recreational and supply facilities for the crewmembers, e.g. sport facilities or shops with crewcustomized products. This could be combined with facilities for truck drivers, who arrive
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sometimes one or two day earlier and wait for the provisioning of the ships. This could be a
future task for the development of the cruise port Copenhagen.
From the perspective of the entire port the following three observations have been made:
•

•

•

The cruise port Copenhagen does not provide onshore power supply for cruise
vessels. The reason is that the investment costs are very high and there is no financial source for it. Furthermore, there is a high scepticism regarding the refinancing
of such an investment which would have to be pre-checked in form of a business
case.
LNG bunkering facilities for cruise vessels are not available yet. A real need for it
would be expected not earlier than 2020. The port of Copenhagen supposes that
shipping companies will rather focus on scrubber technologies in the next years instead of using LNG as fuel.
Copenhagen is the only port in the Baltic Sea which offers an airport check-in directly at the cruise terminals. Thus, the cruise passengers have the possibility to
check through their luggage from the cabin of the ship to their final destination.
This causes several movements of the luggage which are done by manual labour.
Due to the labour legislation recently exists the challenge to reduce the manual
movements/lifts for each luggage porter.

Finally, the cruise port of Copenhagen (CMP) expressed high interest in the themes: optimization of luggage handling processes, establishing sustainable crew facilities at cruise
ports and profitability of onshore power supply if they would be integrated in the GREEN
CRUISE PORT main project.

5.5

Interim Conclusions
Summarizing and compiling the findings of this chapter result in the following overview of
identified development needs in sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure:
Table 13: Identified needs in a sustainable cruise port development
Infrastructure
General implications
•

Strengthening links between the cruise piers and the public transport facilities to meet more
diversified individual transport demands by
o building train/tram/metro stations if it makes economic sense
o installing ticket selling stations

Specific implications for
Transit
•

Building bicycle ways from the piers to the
cities and bicycle rental station

Turnaround
•

•
•

Offering adequate parking spaces and sustainable parking concepts for private vehicles
A separate lane for Park & Ride services
and Limousine Parking at cruise terminals
A separate road lane for supply and disposal traffic to and from the cruise terminals
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•

Establishing Airport check-in at the cruise
terminals with the check through of luggage

Supply and disposal facilities
General implications
•
•
•
•

Offering external power supply for cruise ships (onshore power supply / power barges)
Developing LNG supply facilities in the medium-term future
Offering connection to broadband/ free Wi-Fi access at the terminals
Developing scrubber sludge disposal facilities

Superstructure
General implications
•
•

•
•

Offering passenger gangways
Installing sustainable building shells and energy saving systems, e.g.:
o green vegetation roofs,
o solar panels,
o small wind turbines,
o energy efficient lighting
Using rainwater for draining pipes
Providing separate rooms for the crews as well as sports and shopping facilities / Building
crew centres

Specific implications for
Transit
•

Fostering opportunities for individual sustainable mobility (e.g. bus shuttle services)

Source:

Turnaround
•

Building adequate cruise terminal buildings or tent facilities which can also be
used for exhibitions and events outside of
the season

UNICONSULT (2014)

Besides identifying the desired investments in physical port infrastructure and superstructure from a practical perspective a considerable uncertainty regarding the relevance of the
investments for sustainable port development became apparent. Especially in cases with
high investment volumes like onshore power supply, LNG facilities etc. practitioners would
prefer business cases in advance as well as knowledge and experience exchange between
the ports supported and guided by technical, economic and practical experts.
After implementation of investments in sustainable cruise port infrastructure and superstructure there should be promoted a higher awareness of sustainable aspects in cruise
port facilities by marketing them as cruise ports standards.

6 Investment needs and recommendations
Chapter 6 builds up on of all four previous chapters and compiles the findings together in a
stringent manner. The following table summarizes the identified investment needs in a
sustainable cruise port development from the chapters above.
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Table 14: Compilation of all identified investment needs in a sustainable cruise port development from the previous chapters
Identified investment needs in sustainable cruise port development
Infrastructure:
links between the cruise piers and the public transport facilities:
o

building train/tram/metro stations if it makes economic sense

o

installing ticket selling stations

suitable IT-solutions for comprehensive information beforehand
special requirements for transit ports:
o Building bicycle ways from the piers to the cities and bicycle rental station
special requirements for turnaround ports:
o Offering adequate parking spaces and sustainable parking concepts for private vehicles
o A separate lane for Park & Ride services and Limousine Parking at cruise terminals
o A separate road lane for supply and disposal traffic to and from the cruise terminals
o Establishing Airport check-in at the cruise terminals with the check through of luggage
Supply and disposal facilities
sustainable solutions of external power supply for cruise ships
o Onshore power supply (High voltage OPS sytems)
o Power barge
Bunkering of distillate fuels (MDO & MGO)
Scrubber sludge disposal
LNG bunkering facilities
connection to broadband/ free Wi-Fi access
common use of resources in the port:
o joint utilization of storage capacity and probably even the use of the same stock of inventory
o outboard operations especially for supply of food and non-food items (a “supply barge” used by different
cruise lines)
Superstructure
Development and design of adequate terminal buildings or tent-facilities with:
o

passenger gangways

o sustainable building shells and energy saving systems, e.g.:
- green vegetation roofs,
- solar panels,
- small wind turbines,
- energy efficient lighting
o Using rainwater for draining pipes
o Providing separate rooms for the crews as well as sports and shopping facilities / Building crew centres
special requirements for transit ports:
o Fostering opportunities for individual sustainable mobility (e.g. bus shuttle services, bicycle rental stations)
special requirements for turnaround ports:
o Building adequate cruise terminal buildings or tent facilities which can also be used for exhibitions and
events outside of the season
Development of efficient procedures for the terminal processes
Further aspects
Development of concepts
o Concept design for an integrated hosting of passengers
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o Business cases for high investments
o knowledge and experience exchange
Marketing of sustainable aspects in cruise ports
Cooperation involvement of all relevant stakeholders
o between different cruise terminals at the same port location
o involvement of all relevant stakeholders

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

In addition to the identified investment needs, the survey of cruise ports revealed the following priorities regarding planned and desirable investments in cruise port infrastructure.
Figure 51: Planned and desirable cruise port infra- and superstructure – survey results

Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

The densification of these findings leads to a list of the twelve most important investment
needs (see table below).
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Table 15: TOP 12 of the planned and desirable investment needs
TOP 12
1. Airline check-in at the port
2. Green vegetation roof on existing cruise terminal
3. Bicycle rental station
4. Solar panels on existing cruise terminal
5. Fixed installations for receiving black and grey water
6. Ticket selling stations for public transport
7. power outlets for luggage conveyors
8. Metro station
9. Connection to broadband
10. Onshore power supply
11. LNG bunkering facilities
12. Small wind turbines on existing cruise terminal
Source:

UNICONSULT (2014)

Although the ports were able to name their investment needs very roughly, the vast majority was not able or unwilling to answer the question regarding concrete planned investments and their investment volumes at their port for a time horizon of the next ten years.
Only three cruise ports informed very roughly about plans, estimated investment sums and
sources of finance with some gaps as follows:
Table 16: List of announced concrete investment plans at cruise ports
Source of finance

Construction of
a new Cruise
Terminal

180 million €

01/2017

01/2020

Terminal
building with
some parking
facilities

Not specified

n/a

n/a

⌧

Shoreside
power supply
incl. trunk line
from grid,
transformer,
frequency
converter

20 million €

n/a

n/a

⌧

n/a

n/a

Onshore power
under investigation
supply

⌧

⌧

others:
EU

local
/regional
government
national
government

Investment volume Implementation period
(roughly estimatfrom…
to…
ed)
own

Brief description of the
investment in a
few words

⌧

⌧

financing not secured

⌧

financing not secured
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Floating jetty to
replace shuttle under investigation
boats

Source:

___/___

___/___

UNICONSULT (2014)

Unfortunately, the available data is very limited, but the results reflect and confirm especially two thematic focuses in a future sustainable development of cruise ports:
•
•

Construction of sustainable cruise terminals and terminal buildings as well as
Installation of onshore power supply for cruise vessels.

A detailed quantification of the necessary investment volumes is extremely difficult due to
the limited data. Therefore, only an exemplary overview of costs can be given for the construction of a fictional cruise terminal.
Table 17: Costs for a fictional turnaround model terminal
(in million euros)

Sheet piling 400 mx € 15,000 € / m excl. Scour protection
Base construction, surface, quay features
Building construction 5,000 m² x € 1,500 / m²
Building facilities/ equipment
Gangways, fendering (lump sum)
Grey water facility (lump sum)
Shore power system (lump sum)

Source:

7
15
7,5
2,5
~8
~5
~5
50

UNICONSULT (2014), based on Claus, D. (2014): Umweltaspekte – Aktuelle Anforderungen an
Kreuzfahrthäfen; Presentation at the 4th Cruise Congress Hamburg on 11th November 2014,
slide 25

The cost estimation for the construction of onshore power supply facilities varies from 5
million euros46 to 20 million euros.
In order to gain more and specific information for the development of sustainable cruise
terminals, two case studies were conducted by the Port of Rostock and the Port of Tallinn.
One study deals with the ideal design of a cruise terminal. The other study determines the
space requirements for specific functions in a cruise terminal.

46

Claus, D. (2014): Umweltaspekte – Aktuelle Anforderungen an Kreuzfahrthäfen; Presentation at the 4th Cruise Congress
Hamburg on 11th November 2014, slide 24
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Annex 1: Terms of Reference (ToR)
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Hamburg June 30, 2014
Terms of Reference (ToR) for a Pre-Feasibility Study:
“Assessment of the cruise market in the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) and neighboring
North Sea area in the light of the SECA/NECA regulations (2015) – cruise line strategies and needs to improve sustainable port facilities”
1. Green Cruise Port – The Project
GREEN CRUISE PORT (GCP) is a joint initiative within the EUSBSR Seed Money Facility
launched by Hamburg Port Authority, Rostock Port, Freeport of Riga Authority, Port of Tallinn, Klaipeda State Seaport Authority and Rosmorport Kaliningrad Branch, which is directed to a “bottom-up” preparation of a successful project application for the first call within the Baltic Sea Region (BSR) Programme (2014 - 2020), expected for end of 2014. (see
also attached paper)
2. Aim of the study
Identification of appropriate and innovative investments in cruise facilities on port level in a
transnational (Baltic Sea Region) context, based on a sound assessment of present and
future market development.
This study is part I of a total of three study parts. Part II is a case study which will be tendered by Port of Rostock and part III is a case study which will be tendered by Port of Tallinn.
3. Study Contents
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Compilation of existing forecasts for passenger and cruise ship calls in the BSR and
the neighboring North Sea area;
analysis of the impact of SECA / NECA regulations on cruise port infrastructure;
analysis of the impact of SECA / NECA regulations on cruise line strategies e.g. slow
steaming, investments etc.
general description of cruise ship and passenger handling processes concerning turnaround and transit passengers in ports in respect of possible improvements in sustainability;
identification of cruise port infrastructure bottlenecks in the envisaged interreg BSR
Project Partner Ports, in respect of “Green Features”, missing crew facilities, “Passenger Pollution” etc.;
rough indication of investment needs, e.g. building shells and sealing of surfaces,
adaptions in loading and unloading technologies for ship supply, passenger in abovementioned ports;
estimation of rough financial volume of possible pilot investments;
Recommendations and ranking of these pilot investments.
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4. Formalities
The contractor has to prove previous experience in the field of cruise and sea ports industry. Please send with the offer the CV´s, references and day rates of those people who
take part in the tendering.
The total professional input is estimated to be about 30 man-days, overall duration of
study work to be 8 weeks. The maximum day rate should include all taxes, social overheads, domestic travelling, etc.. The offer should also include a presentation at one Green
Cruise Port meeting at one of the partner’s location.
The application has to describe the approach of the study, e.g. what will be the steps and
which tools (Benchmark, interviews, questionnaire, market research, experts etc.) will be
used.
The draft report has to be submitted 8 weeks after the commencement of the assignment.
After that all partners have at least two weeks for revision and comments.
The final report has to be submitted two weeks after receipt of comments on the draft report from HPA. In addition a management summary and a power point presentation of the
results has to be prepared.
Both reports shall be supplied as printed copies (three each) and in an electronic version
via email. It should be in a Microsoft format.
The report has to be in English language.
The application has to be in English or German language.
The language of the contract and all other legal binding procurement documents is German. The language of the terms of reference is English.
Study results and copyrights of the final report are held by HPA on behalf of the project.
The deadline for submission of applications is July 18th 2014.
Contact:
Hamburg Port Authority (HPA)
June 30th – July 11th 2014:
Ingo Fehrs
Tel.: +49 40 42847 3019
July 14th – 25th 2014:
Manfred Lebmeier

ingo.fehrs@hpa.hamburg.de

Tel.: +49 40 42847 2476 manfred.lebmeier@hpa.hamburg.de
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Annex 2: Process flow chart
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Annex 3: Questionnaire of the cruise port survey
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Annex 4: Segmentation of the cruise ports by Cruise Baltic
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Source:

Cruise Baltic (20014): Market Review 2014
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Annex 5: Overview about Criteria published by Cruise Baltic,
Cruise Europe & Atlantic Alliance
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Cruise Europe
(Nautical Information)
Max. length for berth, m
Max. draught, m
More info air draught
No. of quays
Quay length total, m
Quay depth, m
Anchorage available
Anchorage compulsory
Passenger terminal
Pilotage compulsary
Tugs available
Bunkering
Tidal movement/range, m
Water
Ships tenders allowed
Garbage disposal
Airport distance, km
City centre distance, km

Cruise Balgc (Port Service Standards/Pier Quesgonnaire)

Cruise Baltic (Port Information)

Atlantic Alliance (Port Operations, Berth data)

PIER QUESTIONNAIRE
Length of pier (in meters)
Depth of pier (in meters)
Type of berth (passenger, cargo, bulk traffic)
Fenders available (type)
Info on tides
info on wind
Info on currents
Major restrictions
Distance to the city center (in kilometers)
Distance to the airport (in kilometers)
IF TENDERING
type of access to the pier (loating pontoon or stairs)
ESSENTIAL
Clean pier before arrival + maintenance during the day
Good functional fenders
ISPS certified - compulsory
Pilotage Service available
Proper tender facilities if available and needed by cruise lines
Clear and well signaled entrance/ exit to/from the pier
Bunkers available
Tug available
Fresh water available
Solid waste disposal
Toxic waste disposal
Bilge and Sludge disposal facilities
Necessary space, facilities and labor to handling ship's stores and provision
Restrooms available
Facilities for handicaps: ramps, toilettes
Tourism information available at the port
IN CASE OF TURNAROUND
Cruise terminal or tent facilities w/ checkin, luggage and waiting areas)
X-ray available
Porters and stevedors available
First aid equipment available
Shore gangways available on request
Airline check-in at the port (desirable)
Parking space for private vehicles
DESIRABLE
Designated and marked parking spaces for vehicles
Fixed sign/map at the port with derections between port and city
Dedicated local cruise network and website
Taxi stand and general price guidance information
City maps available at pier
Crew designated center available at the port

PORT DATA
Official port name
Location
Time zone
Address
Telephone
VTS channel
ISPS 24 h contact
Fax
Email
Web
PORT FACILITIES
Maximum ship dimensions
Pilot
Tugboat
Sailing lane
Security facilities
Gangway
Waste handling
Fresh water
CRUISE PASSENGER PORT FACILITIES
Tourist information
City maps
Terminal building for passengers
Shopping possibilities at the port area
Tax-free refund
Restaurants and cafés
Restrooms
Local currency
Currency exchange
ATM cash machines
Internet access
Telephones/telephone cards
Mailbox
Transfer and methods of payment
DESTINATION INFORMATION
Normal opening hours
Distance to downtown
Distance to airport
City Tourist Information Center
Nearest pharmacy

PORT DATA
Berth No.
Terminal Building No.
Accessible for Ships with a Length up to
Max. Depth (based on Mean Low Water)
Max. Air Draught
Indoor Operational Area
Luggage handling:
Waiting area:
Boarding Facilities
Gangway
Passenger Boarding Bridge (PBB)
PORT SERVICES
Waste Disposal
Fresh Water Supply
Grey Water Disposal
ISPS certified
Tugboat
Pilotage Service
Tender Facilities
Bunkers
Shore Gangways on request
Luggage Handling
TERMINAL FACILITIES
Parking Space
Separate Coach Bays
Taxi Row
Terminal Café
Public Transport
Subway
Tram
Train
PASSENGER FACILITIES
Compliance to EU Passenger Rights
Tourist Information
Currency Exchange
ATM Cash Machines
Internet Access
CREW FACILITIES
NAUTICAL APPROACH

Source: UNICONSULT, based on: Cruise Europe, Cruise Baltic, Atlantic Alliance
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Annex 6: Categorizing of the Criteria published by Cruise
Baltic, Cruise Europe & Atlantic Alliance
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Suprastructure
Access for disabled and elderly people
Facilities for handicaps: ramps, toilettes
Crew designated
Crew designated center available at the port
Cruise Terminal
Cruise terminal or tent facilities w/ checkin, luggage and waiting areas)
Indoor Operational Area (Luggage handling)
Indoor Operational Area (Waiting area)
Luggage Handling
Passenger terminal
Terminal building for passengers
Terminal Building No.
Medical care
First aid equipment available
Nearest pharmacy
Passenger supply
ATM cash machines
Currency Exchange
Mailbox
Restaurants and cafés
Shopping possibilities at the port area
Telephones/telephone cards
Terminal Café
Passenger walkways
Boarding Facilities (Gangway)
Boarding Facilities (Passenger Boarding Bridge (PBB))
Gangway
Shore gangways available on request
Shore Gangways on request
type of access to the pier (loating pontoon or stairs)
Restrooms/ toilettes
Restrooms
Restrooms available
Tourist Information
(City maps available at pier)
(City maps)
(Fixed sign/map at the port with derections between port and city)
Tourist Information Center
City Tourist Information Center
Tourism information available at the port
Tourist information

Supply and disposal facilities
Bilge and Sludge disposal facilities
Bilge and Sludge disposal facilities
Bunkering Facilities
Bunkering
Bunkers
Bunkers available
Fresh water supply
Fresh water
Fresh water available
Fresh Water Supply
Water
Grey Water Disposal
Grey Water Disposal
Internet Access
Internet Access
Solid waste disposal
Solid waste disposal
Toxic waste disposal
Toxic waste disposal
Waste disposal
Garbage disposal
Waste Disposal
Waste handling

Infrastructure
Airline check-in at the port
Airline check-in at the port (desirable)
lighting
Clear and well signaled entrance/ exit to/from the pier
Parking space for busses
Separate Coach Bays
Parking space for private vehicles
Designated and marked parking spaces for vehicles
Parking Space
Parking space for private vehicles
Public Transport facilities
Transfer and methods of payment
Quay/ berth dimensions
Berth No.
Depth of pier (in meters)
Fenders available (type)
Good functional fenders
Length of pier (in meters)
Max. Air Draught
Max. Depth (based on Mean Low Water)
Max. draught, m
Max. length for berth, m
More info air draught
Quay depth, m
Quay length total, m
Type of berth (passenger, cargo, bulk traffic)
Space, facilities to handle ship's stores and provision
Necessary space, facilities and labor to handling ship's stores and provision
Subway/metro station
Public Transport (Subway)
Taxi stand
Taxi Row
Taxi stand and general price guidance information
Train station
Public Transport (Train)
Tram station
Public Transport (Tram)

Others
External Ship Services
Clean pier before arrival + maintenance during the day
Dedicated local cruise network and website
Pilot
Pilotage compulsary
Pilotage Service
Pilotage Service available
Porters and stevedors available
Proper tender facilities if available and needed by cruise lines
Tender Facilities
Tug available
Tugboat
Tugs available
General data of the port
Accessible for Ships with a Length up to
Address
Anchorage available
Anchorage compulsory
Compliance to EU Passenger Rights
Email
Fax
Info on currents
Info on tides
info on wind
ISPS 24 h contact
Local currency
Location
Major restrictions
Maximum ship dimensions
No. of quays
Normal opening hours
Official port name
Sailing lane
Ships tenders allowed
Tax-free refund
Telephone
Tidal movement/range, m
Time zone
VTS channel
Web
Quay/ berth location
Airport distance, km
City centre distance, km
Distance to airport
Distance to downtown
Distance to the airport (in kilometers)
Distance to the city center (in kilometers)
Security
ISPS certified
ISPS certified - compulsory
Security facilities
X-ray available

Source: UNICONSULT (2014)
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